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Introduction

Analyzing GW signals

properties of space-time in the strong-field, high-velocity
regime and confirm predictions of general relativity for the
nonlinear dynamics of highly disturbed black holes.

II. OBSERVATION

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC, the LIGO
Hanford, WA, and Livingston, LA, observatories detected

the coincident signal GW150914 shown in Fig. 1. The initial
detection was made by low-latency searches for generic
gravitational-wave transients [41] and was reported within
three minutes of data acquisition [43]. Subsequently,
matched-filter analyses that use relativistic models of com-
pact binary waveforms [44] recovered GW150914 as the
most significant event from each detector for the observa-
tions reported here. Occurring within the 10-ms intersite

FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1, right
column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series are filtered
with a 35–350 Hz bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and band-reject
filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1 strain.
GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9þ0.5

−0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison, the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time by this
amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto each
detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with those
recovered from GW150914 [37,38] confirmed to 99.9% by an independent calculation based on [15]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two independent waveform reconstructions. One (dark gray) models the signal using binary black hole template waveforms
[39]. The other (light gray) does not use an astrophysical model, but instead calculates the strain signal as a linear combination of
sine-Gaussian wavelets [40,41]. These reconstructions have a 94% overlap, as shown in [39]. Third row: Residuals after subtracting the
filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row:A time-frequency representation [42] of the
strain data, showing the signal frequency increasing over time.
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Left aside in this talk:

• unmodeled searches (for 
SN, and the unexpected)

• Stochastic backgrounds

• Detection, low-latency alerts
• Bayesian parameter 

estimation (PE) for each 
source

• Hierarchical Bayesian 
analyses (population, 
cosmology, …)

Coalescence of compact 
binaries (BBH, NSBH, BNS): 
waveform templates for 
detection (digging in the 
noise) and PE

• Theoretical challenge
• Computational challenge
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Data analysis basics

Instrument and noise

Data analysis basic tools
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Figure 2. Representative amplitude spectral density of the
three interferometers’ strain sensitivity: LIGO Livingston 4
January 2020 02:53:42 UTC, LIGO Hanford 4 January 2020
18:20:42 UTC, Virgo 9 February 2020 01:16:00 UTC. From
the amplitude spectral densities we estimate BNS inspiral
ranges [20–22] of 114 Mpc, 133 Mpc, and 59 Mpc for LIGO
Hanford, LIGO Livingston and Virgo, respectively.

acterized by the amplitude spectral density of the cali-
brated strain output. The sensitivity of the interferom-
eters is primarily limited by the photon shot noise at
high frequencies and by a superposition of several noise
sources at lower frequencies [34]. The narrowband fea-
tures include vibrational modes of the suspension fibers,
calibration lines, and 50 Hz and 60 Hz electric power
harmonics.

The left panel of Fig. 3 reports the evolution of the de-
tectors’ sensitivity over time, as measured by the BNS
inspiral range [20–22]. Gaps in the range curve are
due to maintenance intervals, instrumental failures and
earthquakes. The epochs marked on the graph corre-
spond to improvements in LIGO Hanford (2 January
2020) and Virgo (28 January 2020) that are discussed
in Appendix B. The median BNS inspiral range of Virgo
over the whole of O3b was 51 Mpc, while the maximum
value reached 60 Mpc. For comparison, the median range
and the maximum range during O3a were 45 Mpc and
50 Mpc, respectively. The LIGO Hanford median BNS
inspiral range improved from 108 Mpc in O3a to 115 Mpc
in O3b, primarily due to the squeezed-light [35, 36] source
adjustments described in Appendix B. The LIGO Liv-
ingston median BNS inspiral range in O3b was 133 Mpc,
consistent with the O3a value of 135 Mpc, with improve-
ments due to squeezing counterbalanced by degradation
primarily due to the reduced circulating power.

The duty cycles for the three interferometers, i.e., the
fractions of the total O3b run duration in which the

instruments were observing, were 79% (115.7 days) for
LIGO Hanford, 79% (115.5 days) for LIGO Livingston
and 76% (111.3 days) for Virgo. The complete three-
interferometer network was in observing mode for 51.0%
of the time (75.0 days). Moreover, for 96.6% of the time
(142.0 days) at least one interferometer was observing,
while for 85.3% (125.5 days) at least two interferome-
ters were observing. For comparison, during O3a the
duty cycles were 71%, 76% and 76% for LIGO Hanford,
LIGO Livingston and Virgo, respectively; at least one
interferometer was observing 96.8% of the time, and at
least two interferometers were observing 81.8% of the
time. The duty cycles for both the Hanford and Liv-
ingston interferometers have improved from O3a to O3b.
This demonstrates a clear improvement in robustness as
higher microseism and storm activity were observed dur-
ing O3b compared to O3a. While the fraction of time
with at least one detector observing in O3a and O3b was
comparable, the fraction of time with two instruments in
observing mode increased, improving the performance of
the network for coincident observations.

III. DATA

Following the approach of previous analyses [3, 4], we
calibrate the data of each detector to GW strain and
mitigate known instances of poor data quality before an-
alyzing the LIGO and Virgo strain data for astrophysical
sources. We include segments of data from each detector
in our GW search analyses only when the detector was
operating in a nominal state, and when there were no di-
agnostic measurements being made that might interfere
with GW data collection.

Once data are recorded, they are calibrated in near-real
time and in higher latency, as described in Sec. IIIA.
We subtract noise from known long-duration, quasi-
stationary instrumental sources [37–39]. We also exclude
time periods containing identified and well-characterized
noise likely to interfere with signal extraction from the as-
trophysical analyses, as described in Sec. III B. We thor-
oughly vetted the data surrounding each GW event for
evidence of transient noise, or glitches, or other anoma-
lies that could impact accurate assessment of the event’s
significance or accurate source parameter estimation. For
GW events found near in time or overlapping with tran-
sient noise, we apply additional data processing steps,
including the modeling and subtraction of glitches and
linear subtraction of glitches using a witness time series,
as described in Appendix C.

A. Calibration and noise subtraction

The dimensionless strain time series measured by the
LIGO and Virgo detectors are an input to the astrophys-
ical analyses. They are reconstructed from di↵erent out-
put signals from the detectors and detailed modeling of

• stationarity
• Gaussianity

Noise PSD, idealized:

Detector Characterization (DetChar):
• calibration, noise removal (lines)
• PSD estimation
• glitch identification/removal

Matched filter overlap:

Likelihood (stationary, Gaussian):

from 35 Hz to a peak amplitude at 450 Hz. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) accumulates equally in the early inspiral
(∼45 cycles from 35 to 100 Hz) and late inspiral to merger
(∼10 cycles from 100 to 450 Hz). This is different from the
more massive GW150914 binary for which only the last 10
cycles, comprising inspiral and merger, dominated the
SNR. As a consequence, the parameters characterizing
GW151226 have different precision than those of
GW150914. The chirp mass [26,45], which controls the
binary’s evolution during the early inspiral, is determined
very precisely. The individual masses, which rely on
information from the late inspiral and merger, are measured
far less precisely.
Figure 1 illustrates that the amplitude of the signal is less

than the level of the detector noise,where themaximum strain
of the signal is 3.4þ0.7

−0.9 × 10−22 and 3.4þ0.8
−0.9 × 10−22 in LIGO

Hanford and Livingston, respectively. The time-frequency
representation of the detector data shows that the signal is not
easily visible. The signal is more apparent in LIGO Hanford
where the SNR is larger. The SNR difference is predomi-
nantly due to the different sensitivities of the detectors at the
time. Only with the accumulated SNR frommatched filtering
does the signal become apparent in both detectors.

III. DETECTORS

The LIGO detectors measure gravitational-wave strain
using two modified Michelson interferometers located in
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA [2,3,46]. The two
orthogonal arms of each interferometer are 4 km in length,
each with an optical cavity formed by two mirrors acting as
test masses. A passing gravitational wave alters the

FIG. 1. GW151226 observed by the LIGO Hanford (left column) and Livingston (right column) detectors, where times are relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. First row: Strain data from the two detectors, where the data are filtered with a 30–600-Hz
bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside this range and band-reject filters to remove strong instrumental spectral lines [46].
Also shown (black) is the best-match template from a nonprecessing spin waveform model reconstructed using a Bayesian analysis [21]
with the same filtering applied. As a result, modulations in the waveform are present due to this conditioning and not due to precession
effects. The thickness of the line indicates the 90% credible region. See Fig. 5 for a reconstruction of the best-match template with no
filtering applied. Second row: The accumulated peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) as a function of time when integrating from the start of
the best-match template, corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency of 30 Hz, up to its merger time. The total accumulated SNRp

corresponds to the peak in the next row. Third row: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series produced by time shifting the best-match
template waveform and computing the integrated SNR at each point in time. The peak of the SNR time series gives the merger time of
the best-match template for which the highest overlap with the data is achieved. The single-detector SNRs in LIGO Hanford and
Livingston are 10.5 and 7.9, respectively, primarily because of the detectors’ differing sensitivities. Fourth row: Time-frequency
representation [47] of the strain data around the time of GW151226. In contrast to GW150914 [4], the signal is not easily visible.
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tion period (referred to as LVT151012) was reported on Oc-
tober 12, 2015 at 09:54:43 UTC with a combined matched-
filter SNR of 9.6. The search reported a false alarm rate of 1
per 2.3 years and a corresponding false alarm probability of
0.02 for this candidate event. Detector characterization stud-
ies have not identified an instrumental or environmental arti-
fact as causing this candidate event [14]. However, its false
alarm probability is not sufficiently low to confidently claim
this candidate event as a signal. Detailed waveform analysis of
this candidate event indicates that it is also a binary black hole
merger with source frame masses 23+18

�5 M� and 13+4
�5 M�, if

it is of astrophysical origin.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II gives an

overview of the compact binary coalescence search and the
methods used. Sec. III and Sec. IV describe the construction
and tuning of the two independently implemented analyses
used in the search. Sec. V presents the results of the search,
and follow-up of the two most significant candidate events,
GW150914 and LVT151012.

II. SEARCH DESCRIPTION

The binary coalescence search [19–26] reported here tar-
gets gravitational waves from binary neutron stars, binary
black holes, and neutron star–black hole binaries, using
matched filtering [27] with waveforms predicted by general
relativity. Both the PyCBC and GstLAL analyses correlate
the detector data with template waveforms that model the ex-
pected signal. The analyses identify candidate events that are
detected at both observatories consistent with the 10 ms inter-
site propagation time. Events are assigned a detection-statistic
value that ranks their likelihood of being a gravitational-wave
signal. This detection statistic is compared to the estimated
detector noise background to determine the probability that a
candidate event is due to detector noise.

We report on a search using coincident observations be-
tween the two Advanced LIGO detectors [28] in Hanford, WA
(H1) and in Livingston, LA (L1) from September 12 to Octo-
ber 20, 2015. During these 38.6 days, the detectors were in
coincident operation for a total of 18.4 days. Unstable instru-
mental operation and hardware failures affected 20.7 hours
of these coincident observations. These data are discarded
and the remaining 17.5 days are used as input to the analy-
ses [14]. The analyses reduce this time further by imposing
a minimum length over which the detectors must be operat-
ing stably; this is different between the two analysis, as de-
scribed in Sec. III and Sec. IV. After applying this cut, the
PyCBC analysis searched 16 days of coincident data and the
GstLAL analysis searched 17 days of coincident data. To pre-
vent bias in the results, the configuration and tuning of the
analyses were determined using data taken prior to September
12, 2015.

A gravitational-wave signal incident on an interferometer
alters its arm lengths by dLx and dLy, such that their mea-
sured difference is DL(t) = dLx � dLy = h(t)L, where h(t) is
the gravitational-wave metric perturbation projected onto the
detector, and L is the unperturbed arm length [29]. The strain
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FIG. 1. The four-dimensional search parameter space covered by
the template bank shown projected into the component-mass plane,
using the convention m1 > m2. The lines bound mass regions with
different limits on the dimensionless aligned-spin parameters c1 and
c2. Each point indicates the position of a template in the bank. The
circle highlights the template that best matches GW150914. This
does not coincide with the best-fit parameters due to the discrete na-
ture of the template bank.

is calibrated by measuring the detector’s response to test mass
motion induced by photon pressure from a modulated calibra-
tion laser beam [30]. Changes in the detector’s thermal and
alignment state cause small, time-dependent systematic errors
in the calibration [30]. The calibration used for this search
does not include these time-dependent factors. Appendix A
demonstrates that neglecting the time-dependent calibration
factors does not affect the result of this search.

The gravitational waveform h(t) depends on the chirp
mass of the binary, M = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 + m2)1/5 [31, 32],
the symmetric mass ratio h = (m1m2)/(m1 + m2)2 [33],
and the angular momentum of the compact objects c1,2 =
cS1,2/Gm2

1,2 [34, 35] (the compact object’s dimensionless
spin), where S1,2 is the angular momentum of the compact
objects. The effect of spin on the waveform depends also on
the ratio between the component objects’ masses. Parameters
which affect the overall amplitude and phase of the signal as
observed in the detector are maximized over in the matched-
filter search, but can be recovered through full parameter esti-
mation analysis [18]. The search parameter space is therefore
defined by the limits placed on the compact objects’ masses
and spins. The minimum component masses of the search are
determined by the lowest expected neutron star mass, which
we assume to be 1M� [36]. There is no known maximum
black hole mass [37], however we limit this search to bina-
ries with a total mass less than M = m1 + m2  100M�. The
LIGO detectors are sensitive to higher mass binaries, how-
ever; the results of searches for binaries that lie outside this
search space will be reported in future publications.

For binary component objects with masses less than 2M�,
we limit the magnitude of the component object’s spin to 0.05,
the spin of the fastest known pulsar in a double neutron star

Signal / background, p_astro

Main pipelines

Template bank searches

• PyCBC: [Usman&al 2016]
• GstLAL: [Cannon&al 2012]
• MBTA: [Adams&al 2016]
• SPIIR: [Chu&al 2020]

Modified detection statistic: take into 
account SNR and chi-square of the residuals

Trade-off between sensitivity of the 
search and false alarm rate

Time slides: generate large amount of 
background data, defines false alarm rate 
(FAR)

Precomputed bank of templates 
optimally placed in parameter space

Poisson model for rates (assume 
population): astrophysical or 
instrumental origin
Probability of astrophys. origin 
(p_astro) Online (low-latency) and offline versions

[LIGO-Virgo 2016]
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LIGO/Virgo detections: results

LISA

 

The first detection: GW150914

         

                                       

            

§Event louder than all the background in the first observing run
(12/09/2015 – 19/01/2016)

§False alarm rate < 6 x 10-7 yr-1

§Significance >  5.3σ

         

                                       

            

First detection: GW150914

GWTC-3

Detections across observing runs

20

The event rate in O3b 
is consistent with O3a 
and our expectations

Adding 35 new 
gravitational wave 
candidates brings our 
total to 90 

Luckily, loud and clear !

• 90 detections in total
• 82 BBH
• 6 NSBH
• 2 BNS
• large number of sub-threshold triggers

> 5�
<latexit sha1_base64="1n32V0XoAPAzqItMkQj7jBAQcmo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtij1JwYvHCvZD2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXWUKEJbJOKR6gZYU84kbRlmOO3GimIRcNoJJreZ33miSrNIPphpTH2BR5KFjGBjpccbdNXXbCTwoFxxq+4caJV4OalAjuag/NUfRiQRVBrCsdY9z42Nn2JlGOF0VuonmsaYTPCI9iyVWFDtp/ODZ+jMKkMURsqWNGiu/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ62UvE//zeokJ637KZJwYKsliUZhwZCKUfY+GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTYzMq2RC85ZdXSbtW9S6qtfvLSqOex1GEEziFc/DgGhpwB01oAQEBz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB+xkj84=</latexit>

[LIGO-Virgo 2016]
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LIGO/Virgo parameter estimation: methods

Pipelines

Sampling

• LALInference: MCMC (PT), Nest 
(nested sampling chain proposals) 
[Veitch&al 2015]

• Bilby: nested sampling Dynesty 
[Singer&al 2015]

• RIFT: (expensive waveforms) two 
stages, first model marginal intrinsic 
likelihood [Singer&al 2015]

• MCMC: evolve a chain with proposal and 
Metropolis-Hastings acceptance — parallel 
tempering, tuned proposals

• Nested sampling: sample uniformly from inside 
isolikelihood contours (and get evidence)

+ Machine learning ?

MULTINEST: efficient and robust Bayesian inference 3

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Cartoon illustrating (a) the posterior of a two dimensional prob-
lem; and (b) the transformed L(X) function where the prior volumes Xi

are associated with each likelihood Li.

function of X. Thus, if one can evaluate the likelihoods Li =
L(Xi), whereXi is a sequence of decreasing values,

0 < XM < · · · < X2 < X1 < X0 = 1, (6)

as shown schematically in Fig. 1, the evidence can be approximated
numerically using standard quadrature methods as a weighted sum

Z =
MX

i=1

Liwi. (7)

In the following we will use the simple trapezium rule, for which
the weights are given by wi = 1

2 (Xi−1 − Xi+1). An example of
a posterior in two dimensions and its associated function L(X) is
shown in Fig. 1.

The summation (Eq. 7) is performed as follows. The itera-
tion counter is first set to i = 0 and N ‘active’ (or ‘live’) sam-
ples are drawn from the full prior π(Θ) (which is often simply
the uniform distribution over the prior range), so the initial prior
volume is X0 = 1. The samples are then sorted in order of their
likelihood and the smallest (with likelihood L0) is removed from
the active set (hence becoming ‘inactive’) and replaced by a point
drawn from the prior subject to the constraint that the point has
a likelihood L > L0. The corresponding prior volume contained
within this iso-likelihood contour will be a random variable given
byX1 = t1X0, where t1 follows the distribution Pr(t) = NtN−1

(i.e. the probability distribution for the largest ofN samples drawn
uniformly from the interval [0, 1]). At each subsequent iteration i,
the removal of the lowest likelihood point Li in the active set, the
drawing of a replacement with L > Li and the reduction of the
corresponding prior volume Xi = tiXi−1 are repeated, until the
entire prior volume has been traversed. The algorithm thus travels
through nested shells of likelihood as the prior volume is reduced.
The mean and standard deviation of log t, which dominates the ge-
ometrical exploration, are E[log t] = −1/N and σ[log t] = 1/N .
Since each value of log t is independent, after i iterations the prior
volume will shrink down such that log Xi ≈ −(i ±

√
i)/N . Thus,

one takesXi = exp(−i/N).
The algorithm is terminated on determining the evidence to

some specified precision (we use 0.5 in log-evidence): at iteration
i, the largest evidence contribution that can be made by the remain-
ing portion of the posterior is ∆Zi = LmaxXi, where Lmax is
the maximum likelihood in the current set of active points. The
evidence estimate (Eq. 7) may then be refined by adding a final
increment from the set of N active points, which is given by

∆Z =
NX

j=1

LjwM+j , (8)

where wM+j = XM/N for all j. The final uncertainty on the cal-
culated evidence may be straightforwardly estimated from a single
run of the nested sampling algorithm by calculating the relative en-
tropy of the full sequence of samples (see FH08).

Once the evidence Z is found, posterior inferences can be eas-
ily generated using the full sequence of (inactive and active) points
generated in the nested sampling process. Each such point is simply
assigned the weight

pj =
Ljwj

Z ., (9)

where the sample index j runs from 1 to N = M + N , the total
number of sampled points. These samples can then be used to cal-
culate inferences of posterior parameters such as means, standard
deviations, covariances and so on, or to construct marginalised pos-
terior distributions.

4 ELLIPSOIDAL NESTED SAMPLING

The most challenging task in implementing the nested sampling
algorithm is drawing samples from the prior within the hard con-
straint L > Li at each iteration i. Employing a naive approach that
draws blindly from the prior would result in a steady decrease in
the acceptance rate of new samples with decreasing prior volume
(and increasing likelihood).

Ellipsoidal nested sampling (Mukherjee et al. 2006) tries to
overcome the above problem by approximating the iso-likelihood
contour L = Li by aD-dimensional ellipsoid determined from the
covariance matrix of the current set of active points. New points
are then selected from the prior within this ellipsoidal bound (usu-
ally enlarged slightly by some user-defined factor) until one is ob-
tained that has a likelihood exceeding that of the removed lowest-
likelihood point. In the limit that the ellipsoid coincides with the
true iso-likelihood contour, the acceptance rate tends to unity.

Ellipsoidal nested sampling as described above is efficient for
simple unimodal posterior distributions without pronounced degen-
eracies, but is not well suited to multimodal distributions. As advo-
cated by Shaw et al. (2007) and shown in Fig. 2, the sampling ef-
ficiency can be substantially improved by identifying distinct clus-
ters of active points that are well separated and constructing an in-
dividual (enlarged) ellipsoid bound for each cluster. In some prob-
lems, however, some modes of the posterior may exhibit a pro-
nounced curving degeneracy so that it more closely resembles a
(multi–dimensional) ‘banana’. Such features are problematic for all
sampling methods, including that of Shaw et al. (2007).

In FH08, we made several improvements to the sampling
method of Shaw et al. (2007), which significantly improved its effi-
ciency and robustness. Among these, we proposed a solution to the
above problem by partitioning the set of active points into as many
sub–clusters as possible to allow maximum flexibility in following
the degeneracy. These clusters are then enclosed in ellipsoids and
a new point is then drawn from the set of these ‘overlapping’ el-
lipsoids, correctly taking into account the overlaps. Although this
sub-clustering approach provides maximum efficiency for highly
degenerate distributions, it can result in lower efficiencies for rel-
atively simpler problems owing to the overlap between the ellip-
soids. Also, the factor by which each ellipsoid was enlarged was
chosen arbitrarily. Another problem with the our previous approach
was in separating modes with elongated curving degeneracies. We
now propose solutions to all these problems, along with some addi-
tional modifications to improve efficiency and robustness still fur-

c⃝ 2008 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14

with order parameters other than temperature, such as pair
potentials or chemical potentials. Of interest is how to choose
the order parameter whose swapping will give the most efficient
equilibration. It has also become apparent that multi-dimen-
sional parallel tempering is possible. That is, swapping between
a number of parameters in the same simulation, in a multi-
dimensional space of order parameters, is feasible and some-
times advised. The improvement in sampling resulting from the
use of parallel tempering has revealed deficiencies in some of
the most popular force fields used for atomistic simulations,
and it would seem that the use of parallel tempering will be
essential in tests of new and improved force fields.

Parallel tempering can be combined with most other simula-
tion methods, as the exchanges, if done correctly, maintain the
detailed balance or balance condition of the underlying simu-
lation. Thus, there is almost an unlimited scope for the
utilization of the method in computer simulation. This leads
to intriguing possibilities, such as combining parallel tempering
with quantum methods.

2. Theory

2.1 Theory of Monte Carlo parallel tempering

In a typical parallel tempering simulation we have M replicas,
each in the canonical ensemble, and each at a different tem-
perature, Ti. In general T1 o T2 o . . . o TM, and T1 is
normally the temperature of the system of interest. Since the
replicas do not interact energetically, the partition function of
this larger ensemble is given by

Q ¼
YM

i¼1

qi
N!

R
drNi exp½#biUðrNi Þ&; ð1Þ

where qi ¼ PN
j¼1(2pmjkBTi)

3/2 comes from integrating out the
momenta, mj is the mass of atom j, ri

N specifies the positions of
the N particles in system i, bi ¼ 1/(kBTi) is the reciprocal
temperature, and U is the potential energy, or the part of the
Hamiltonian that does not involve the momenta. If the prob-
ability of performing a swap move is equal for all conditions,
exchanges between ensembles i and j are accepted with the
probability

A ¼ min{1, exp[þ(bi # bj)(U(ri
N) # U(rj

N))]}. (2)

Swaps are normally attempted between systems with adjacent
temperatures, j ¼ i þ 1.

Parallel tempering is an exact method in statistical me-
chanics, in that it satisfies the detailed balance or balance
condition,6 depending on the implementation. This is an im-
portant advantage of parallel tempering over simulated anneal-
ing, as ensemble averages cannot be defined in the latter
method. Parallel tempering is complementary to any set of
Monte Carlo moves for a system at a single temperature, and
such single-system moves are performed between each at-
tempted swap. To satisfy detailed balance, the swap moves
must be performed with a certain probability, although per-
forming the swaps after a fixed number of single-temperature
Monte Carlo moves satisfies the sufficient condition of bal-
ance.6 A typical sequence of swaps and single-temperature
Monte Carlo moves is shown in Fig. 2.

Kofke conducted an analysis of the average acceptance rate,
hAi, of exchange trials and argued that this quantity should be
related to the entropy difference between phases.7–9 For sys-
tems assumed to have Gaussian energy distributions, typical of
many systems that are studied using computer simulation, see
Fig. 3, he found the average acceptance ratio, hAi, to be given
by

hAi ¼ erfc
1

2
Cv

! "1=2 1# bj=bi
ð1þ ðbj=biÞ

2Þ1=2

" #
; ð3Þ

where Cv is the heat capacity at constant volume, which is
assumed to be constant in the temperature range between bi
and bj. Simply put, the acceptance rate for the trials depends on
the likelihood that the system sampling the higher temperature
happens to be in a region of phase space that is important at
the lower temperature. This theoretical analysis of the accep-
tance rates becomes useful when considering the optimal
choice of temperatures for a parallel tempering simulation
(see section 2.3).

2.2 Theory of molecular dynamics parallel tempering

In Monte Carlo implementations of parallel tempering, we
need only consider the positions of the particles in the simula-
tion. In molecular dynamics, we must also take into account
the momenta of all the particles in the system. Sugita and
Okamoto proposed a parallel tempering molecular dynamics
method in which after an exchange, the new momenta for
replica i, p(i)0, should be determined as

pðiÞ
0
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tnew

Told

r
pðiÞ; ð4Þ

where p(i) are the old momenta for replica i, and Told and Tnew

are the temperatures of the replica before and after the swap,
respectively.5 This procedure ensures that the average kinetic
energy remains equal to 3

2NkBT . The acceptance criterion for
an exchange remains the same as for the MC implementation
(eqn (2)) and satisfies detailed balance.
When doing parallel tempering molecular dynamics, one

must take care in the interpretation of the results. A parallel
tempering exchange is an ‘unphysical’ move, and so one cannot
draw conclusions about dynamics. That is, when using parallel
tempering molecular dynamics, one is only really doing a form
of sampling and not ‘true’ molecular dynamics.

2.3 Optimal choice of temperatures

How one chooses both the number of replicas employed in a
parallel tempering simulation and the temperatures of the
replicas are questions of great importance. One wishes to
achieve the best possible sampling with the minimum amount
of computational effort. The highest temperature must be
sufficiently high so as to ensure that no replicas become
trapped in local energy minima, while the number of replicas
used must be large enough to ensure that swapping occurs
between all adjacent replicas. Several suggestions for the
number and temperature of the replicas have been offered. It
is clear from Fig. 3 and eqn (2) that the energy histograms must
overlap for swaps to be accepted. Sugita et al. and Kofke have
proposed that the acceptance probability could be made uni-
form across all of the different replicas, in an attempt to ensure
that each replica spends the same amount of simulation time at
each temperature.5,7,8 Kofke showed that a geometric progres-
sion of temperatures (Ti/Tj ¼ constant) for systems in which Cv

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of parallel tempering swaps between
adjacent replicas at different temperatures. In-between the swaps,
several constant-temperature Monte Carlo moves are performed.

P h y s . C h e m . C h e m . P h y s . , 2 0 0 5 , 7 , 3 9 1 0 – 3 9 1 6 3911T h i s j o u r n a l i s & T h e O w n e r S o c i e t i e s 2 0 0 5

Nested sampling

Parallel tempering

Fast localization

BayesStar 
[Singer&al 2015]: 
fast skymap in ~ 
seconds

LIGO-Livingston, and Virgo data respectively, making it
the loudest gravitational-wave signal so far detected. Two
matched-filter binary-coalescence searches targeting
sources with total mass between 2 and 500 M⊙ in the
detector frame were used to estimate the significance of this
event [9,12,30,32,73,81–83,86,87,91–97]. The searches
analyzed 5.9 days of LIGO data between August 13,
2017 02∶00 UTC and August 21, 2017 01∶05 UTC.
Events are assigned a detection-statistic value that ranks
their probability of being a gravitational-wave signal. Each
search uses a different method to compute this statistic and
measure the search background—the rate at which detector
noise produces events with a detection-statistic value equal
to or higher than the candidate event.
GW170817 was identified as the most significant event

in the 5.9 days of data, with an estimated false alarm rate of
one in 1.1 × 106 years with one search [81,83], and a
consistent bound of less than one in8.0 × 104 years for the
other [73,86,87]. The second most significant signal in this
analysis of 5.9 days of data is GW170814, which has a
combined SNR of 18.3 [29]. Virgo data were not used in
these significance estimates, but were used in the sky
localization of the source and inference of the source
properties.

IV. SOURCE PROPERTIES

General relativity makes detailed predictions for the
inspiral and coalescence of two compact objects, which

may be neutron stars or black holes. At early times, for low
orbital and gravitational-wave frequencies, the chirplike
time evolution of the frequency is determined primarily by
a specific combination of the component masses m1 and
m2, the chirp mass M ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5ðm1 þ m2Þ−1=5. As the
orbit shrinks and the gravitational-wave frequency grows
rapidly, the gravitational-wave phase is increasingly influ-
enced by relativistic effects related to the mass ratio
q ¼ m2=m1, where m1 ≥ m2, as well as spin-orbit and
spin-spin couplings [98].
The details of the objects’ internal structure become

important as the orbital separation approaches the size of
the bodies. For neutron stars, the tidal field of the
companion induces a mass-quadrupole moment [99,100]
and accelerates the coalescence [101]. The ratio of the
induced quadrupole moment to the external tidal field is
proportional to the tidal deformability (or polarizability)
Λ ¼ ð2=3Þk2½ðc2=GÞðR=mÞ&5, where k2 is the second Love
number and R is the stellar radius. Both R and k2 are fixed
for a given stellar massm by the equation of state (EOS) for
neutron-star matter, with k2 ≃ 0.05–0.15 for realistic neu-
tron stars [102–104]. Black holes are expected to have
k2 ¼ 0 [99,105–109], so this effect would be absent.
As the gravitational-wave frequency increases, tidal

effects in binary neutron stars increasingly affect the phase
and become significant above fGW ≃ 600 Hz, so they are
potentially observable [103,110–116]. Tidal deformabil-
ities correlate with masses and spins, and our measurements
are sensitive to the accuracy with which we describe
the point-mass, spin, and tidal dynamics [113,117–119].
The point-mass dynamics has been calculated within the
post-Newtonian framework [34,36,37], effective-one-body
formalism [10,120–125], and with a phenomenological
approach [126–131]. Results presented here are obtained
using a frequency domain post-Newtonian waveform
model [30] that includes dynamical effects from tidal
interactions [132], point-mass spin-spin interactions
[34,37,133,134], and couplings between the orbital angular
momentum and the orbit-aligned dimensionless spin com-
ponents of the stars χz [92].
The properties of gravitational-wave sources are inferred

by matching the data with predicted waveforms. We
perform a Bayesian analysis in the frequency range
30–2048 Hz that includes the effects of the 1σ calibration
uncertainties on the received signal [135,136] (< 7% in
amplitude and 3° in phase for the LIGO detectors [137] and
10% and 10° for Virgo at the time of the event). Unless
otherwise specified, bounds on the properties of
GW170817 presented in the text and in Table I are 90%
posterior probability intervals that enclose systematic
differences from currently available waveform models.
To ensure that the applied glitch mitigation procedure

previously discussed in Sec. II (see Fig. 2) did not bias the
estimated parameters, we added simulated signals with
known parameters to data that contained glitches analogous

18h

15h 12h

9h

30°

0°

-30° -30°

0 25 50 75
Mpc

 5°

E

N

FIG. 3. Sky location reconstructed for GW170817 by a rapid
localization algorithm from a Hanford-Livingston (190 deg2,
light blue contours) and Hanford-Livingston-Virgo (31 deg2,
dark blue contours) analysis. A higher latency Hanford-Living-
ston-Virgo analysis improved the localization (28deg2, green
contours). In the top-right inset panel, the reticle marks the
position of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993. The bottom-right
panel shows the a posteriori luminosity distance distribution
from the three gravitational-wave localization analyses. The
distance of NGC 4993, assuming the redshift from the NASA/
IPAC Extragalactic Database [89] and standard cosmological
parameters [90], is shown with a vertical line.

PRL 119, 161101 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
20 OCTOBER 2017

161101-4

GW170817

p(✓|d) = L(d|✓)p0(✓)
p(d)
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[LIGO-Virgo 2017]
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GWTC-3
27
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Figure 7. Marginal posterior distributions for the source chirp mass M, mass ratio q, e↵ective inspiral spin �e↵ , e↵ective
precession spin �p and luminosity distance DL for O3b candidates with pastro > 0.5 plus GW200105 162426. The vertical
extent of each colored region is proportional to one-dimensional marginal posterior distribution at a given parameter value
for the corresponding event. We highlight with italics GW200105 162426 as it has pastro < 0.5, as well as GW191219 163120
because of potential uncertainties in its pastro and because it has significant posterior support outside of mass ratios where the
waveform models have been calibrated. Results for GW200308 173609 and GW200322 091133 include a prior-dominated mode
at large distances and high masses: the hatched posterior probability distribution shown on the lower half of the plots for these
candidates exclude these low-likelihood, prior-dominated modes. Colors correspond to the date of observation.

NSBH 
masses

29

Mass ratio q is ratio of 
secondary to primary 
mass: 

Coloured contours in 
this plot are confident 
neutron star–black 
hole pairs

Grey contours in this 
plot are ambiguous, 
with secondary that 
may be a black hole or 
a neutron star

Maximum neutron 
star mass?

NSBH candidates

GWTC-3b

[LVK 2021]

[LVK 2021]
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The future of Gravitational Wave Astronomy

[Jani&al 2020]

High SNRs
Great precision science !

Systematics become important…
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Third-generation detectors: data analysis challenges

Number of detections

Computational challenge !

Events/yr (low-median-high): Detections (2 CE + 1 ET):

• BBH: 60k-90k-150k
• BNS: 300k-1000k-3000k

• BBH: 93%
• BNS: 35%

(from [Samajdar&al 2021])

[Cosmic Explorer]

[Cosmic Explorer]
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Third-generation detectors: data analysis challenges

Overlapping signals

Modelling the signals

• Long BNS signals: motion of the Earth
• High SNR detections: systematics ?
• BNS post-merger

6
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FIG. 2. We present a simulated time series of duration 104

seconds illustrating the character of the BBH and BNS signals
in the time domain. In red we show a simulated BNS back-
ground corresponding to the median rate as shown in Figure 1,
and in green we display the median BBH background. We do
not show any detector noise, and do not remove some loud
and close events that would be detected individually. The re-
gion in the black box, from 1800 – 2600 seconds, is shown in
greater detail in the inset. The BNS time series is continuous
as it consists of a superposition of overlapping signals. On the
other hand the BBH background (in green) is popcorn-like,
and the signals do not overlap. Remarkably, even though the
backgrounds have very di↵erent structure in the time domain,
the energy in both backgrounds are comparable below 100 Hz,
as seen in Figure 1.
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BNS signals: several hours !

Figure 5. Gravitational wave signal from a NS-NS merger at a distance 100 Mpc, as it sweeps across
the detector-accessible frequency range. From [42] (figure courtesy of Jocelyn Read, based on results
presented in [43]).

matter phenomena beyond the inspiral. Witnessing the tidal disruption of a NS by a BH for a
variety of systems will yield further insights into the properties of NS matter under extremes
of gravity, and tracking the violent collision of two NSs and its aftermath will provide an
exceptional window onto fundamental properties of matter in a completely unexplored regime,
at higher temperatures and yet greater densities than encountered in individual NSs.

The outcome of a binary NS merger strongly depends on the parameters. It is either a
short-lived hypermassive NS that is temporarily stabilized by rotational e↵ects yet ultimately
collapses to a BH, or a BH that forms immediately upon merger, or a temporary supra-
massive NS that settled to a NS remnant. The emitted GWs are distinct for the di↵erent
scenarios and contain copious information on the complex microphysics. To fully capitalize on
the enormous science potential with GWs from NS binaries systems will require accurately
measuring both the GWs from the inspiral that determine the progenitor properties (e.g.
masses, spins, cold NS matter, orbital eccentricity) and the GW signatures of the new physics
encountered at the merger and its aftermath, as 3G detectors such as ET will enable. Figure
5 illustrates the potential of ET for detecting these e↵ects, compared to current 2G detectors,
for a NS binary at a typical distance of 100 Mpc (see also [44]). The 2G detectors such as
Advanced LIGO/Virgo are largely limited to observing the long inspiral, dominated by the
center-of-mass dynamics of the NSs, with glimpses of the tidal e↵ects which become important
a higher frequencies, and are insensitive to the details of the merger and post-merger epochs.
By contrast, a detector such as ET, besides observing the inspiral phase and the onset of tidal
e↵ects with much higher signal-to-noise ratio, will also clearly observe the final merger and
post-merger signals and enable detailed insights into the fundamental properties of nuclear
matter in a large swath of unexplored regimes in the QCD phase diagram.

The coalescence events of NS-NS and NS-BH systems also have key significance as
the production site of elements heavier than iron in the cosmos. Heavy elements can be
synthesized from the neutron-rich material expelled during the merger or tidal disruption of
NSs or through winds from the remnant accretion disk. The subsequent radioactive decay
of the freshly synthesized elements powers leads to an electromagnetic transient known as
a kilonova. Multi-messenger observations of a large sample of NS binaries will provide the
unique opportunity to study heavy element formation at its production site, to determine
how the initial conditions of an astrophysical binary system map to the final nucleosynthetic

– 9 –

[LIGO-Virgo 2017]

[Read&al 2013]

Up to ~200 overlapping 
mergers

GW signals, all of them

In most cases, only mild 
confusion
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LISA sources

� *OUSPEVDUJPO

ćF HSPVOECSFBLJOH EJTDPWFSZ PG (SBWJUBUJPOBM 8BWFT
	(8T
 CZ HSPVOE�CBTFE MBTFS JOUFSGFSPNFUSJD EFUFD�
UPST JO ���� JT DIBOHJOH BTUSPOPNZ <�> CZ PQFOJOH
UIF IJHI�GSFRVFODZ HSBWJUBUJPOBM XBWF XJOEPX UP PC�
TFSWF MPX NBTT TPVSDFT BU MPX SFETIJę� ćF 4FOJPS
4VSWFZ $PNNJUUFF 	44$
 <�> TFMFDUFE UIF -� TDJFODF
UIFNF ćF (SBWJUBUJPOBM 6OJWFSTF <�> UP PQFO UIF ���
UP ���N)[ (SBWJUBUJPOBM 8BWF XJOEPX UP UIF 6OJ�
WFSTF� ćJT MPX�GSFRVFODZ XJOEPX JT SJDI JO B WBSJFUZ
PG TPVSDFT UIBU XJMM MFU VT TVSWFZ UIF 6OJWFSTF JO B OFX
BOE VOJRVF XBZ ZJFMEJOH OFX JOTJHIUT JO B CSPBE SBOHF
PG UIFNFT JO BTUSPQIZTJDT BOE DPTNPMPHZ BOE FOBCMJOH
VT JO QBSUJDVMBS UP TIFE MJHIU PO UXP LFZ RVFTUJPOT� 	�

)PX XIFO BOE XIFSF EP UIF ĕSTU NBTTJWF CMBDL IPMFT
GPSN HSPX BOE BTTFNCMF BOE XIBU JT UIF DPOOFDUJPO
XJUI HBMBYZ GPSNBUJPO 	�
 8IBU JT UIF OBUVSF PG HSBW�
JUZ OFBS UIF IPSJ[POT PG CMBDL IPMFT BOE PO DPTNPMPHJ�
DBM TDBMFT 
8F QSPQPTF UIF -*4" NJTTJPO JO PSEFS UP SFTQPOE UP
UIJT TDJFODF UIFNF JO UIF CSPBEFTU XBZ QPTTJCMF XJUIJO
UIF DPOTUSBJOFE CVEHFU BOE HJWFO TDIFEVMF� -*4" FO�
BCMFT UIF EFUFDUJPO PG (8T GSPN NBTTJWF CMBDL IPMF
DPBMFTDFODFT XJUIJO B WBTU DPTNJD WPMVNF FODPNQBTT�
JOH BMM BHFT GSPN DPTNJD EBXO UP UIF QSFTFOU BDSPTT
UIF FQPDIT PG UIF FBSMJFTU RVBTBST BOE PG UIF SJTF PG
HBMBYZ TUSVDUVSF� ćF NFSHFS�SJOHEPXO TJHOBM PG UIFTF
MPVE TPVSDFT FOBCMFT UFTUT PG &JOTUFJO�T (FOFSBM ćFPSZ
PG 3FMBUJWJUZ 	(3
 JO UIF EZOBNJDBM TFDUPS BOE TUSPOH�
ĕFME SFHJNF XJUI VOQSFDFEFOUFE QSFDJTJPO� -*4" XJMM
NBQ UIF TUSVDUVSF PG TQBDFUJNF BSPVOE UIF NBTTJWF
CMBDL IPMFT UIBU QPQVMBUF UIF DFOUSFT PG HBMBYJFT VTJOH
TUFMMBS DPNQBDU PCKFDUT BT UFTU QBSUJDMF�MJLF QSPCFT� ćF
TBNF TJHOBMT XJMM BMTP BMMPX VT UP QSPCF UIF QPQVMBUJPO
PG UIFTF NBTTJWF CMBDL IPMFT BT XFMM BT BOZ DPNQBDU PC�
KFDUT JO UIFJS WJDJOJUZ� " TUPDIBTUJD (8 CBDLHSPVOE PS
FYPUJD TPVSDFT NBZ QSPCF OFX QIZTJDT JO UIF FBSMZ 6OJ�
WFSTF� "EEFE UP UIJT MJTU PG TPVSDFT BSF UIF OFXMZ EJTDPW�
FSFE -*(0�7JSHP IFBWZ TUFMMBS�PSJHJO CMBDL IPMF NFSH�
FST XIJDIXJMM FNJU(8T JO UIF -*4"CBOE GSPN TFWFSBM
ZFBST VQ UP B XFFL QSJPS UP UIFJS NFSHFS FOBCMJOH DPPS�
EJOBUFE PCTFSWBUJPOT XJUI HSPVOE�CBTFE JOUFSGFSPNF�
UFST BOE FMFDUSPNBHOFUJD UFMFTDPQFT� ćF WBTU NBKPSJUZ
PG TJHOBMT XJMM DPNF GSPN DPNQBDU HBMBDUJD CJOBSZ TZT�
UFNT XIJDI BMMPX VT UP NBQ UIFJS EJTUSJCVUJPO JO UIF
.JMLZ 8BZ BOE JMMVNJOBUF TUFMMBS BOE CJOBSZ FWPMVUJPO�
-*4" CVJMET PO UIF TVDDFTT PG -*4" 1BUIĕOEFS
	-1'
 <�> UXFOUZ ZFBST PG UFDIOPMPHZ EFWFMPQNFOU
BOE UIF (SBWJUBUJPOBM 0CTFSWBUPSZ "EWJTPSZ 5FBN
	(0"5
 SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT� -*4" XJMM VTF UISFF BSNT

BOE UISFF JEFOUJDBM TQBDFDSBę 	4�$
 JO B USJBOHVMBS GPS�
NBUJPO JO B IFMJPDFOUSJD PSCJU USBJMJOH UIF &BSUI CZ
BCPVU ��○� ćF FYQFDUFE TFOTJUJWJUZ BOE TPNF QPUFO�
UJBM TJHOBMT BSF TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ��

'JHVSF �� &YBNQMFT PG (8 TPVSDFT JO UIF GSF�
RVFODZ SBOHF PG -*4" DPNQBSFE XJUI JUT TFOTJ�
UJWJUZ GPS B ��BSNDPOĕHVSBUJPO� ćFEBUB BSF QMPU�
UFE JO UFSNT PG EJNFOTJPOMFTT ADIBSBDUFSJTUJD TUSBJO
BNQMJUVEF� <�>� ćF USBDLT PG UISFF FRVBMNBTT CMBDL
IPMF CJOBSJFT MPDBUFE BU z = 3 XJUI UPUBM JOUSJO�
TJD NBTTFT 107 106 BOE 105M⊙ BSF TIPXO� ćF
TPVSDF GSFRVFODZ 	BOE 4/3
 JODSFBTFT XJUI UJNF
BOE UIF SFNBJOJOH UJNF CFGPSF UIF QMVOHF JT JOEJ�
DBUFE PO UIF USBDLT� ćF � TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ FWPMW�
JOH IBSNPOJDT PG BO &YUSFNF .BTT 3BUJP *OTQJSBM
TPVSDF BU z = 1.2 BSF BMTP TIPXO BT BSF UIF USBDLT PG
B OVNCFS PG TUFMMBS PSJHJO CMBDL IPMF CJOBSJFT PG UIF
UZQF EJTDPWFSFE CZ -*(0� 4FWFSBM UIPVTBOE HBMBD�
UJD CJOBSJFT XJMM CF SFTPMWFE BęFS B ZFBS PG PCTFS�
WBUJPO� 4PNF CJOBSZ TZTUFNT BSF BMSFBEZ LOPXO
BOE XJMM TFSWF BT WFSJĕDBUJPO TJHOBMT� .JMMJPOT PG
PUIFS CJOBSJFT SFTVMU JO B ADPOGVTJPO TJHOBM� XJUI B
EFUFDUFE BNQMJUVEF UIBU JT NPEVMBUFE CZ UIF NP�
UJPO PG UIF DPOTUFMMBUJPO PWFS UIF ZFBS� UIF BWFSBHF
MFWFM JT SFQSFTFOUFE BT UIF HSFZ TIBEFE BSFB�

"O PCTFSWBUPSZ UIBU DBO EFMJWFS UIJT TDJFODF JT EF�
TDSJCFE CZ B TFOTJUJWJUZ DVSWF XIJDI CFMPX �N)[ XJMM
CF MJNJUFE CZ BDDFMFSBUJPO OPJTF BU UIF MFWFM EFNPO�
TUSBUFE CZ -1'� *OUFSGFSPNFUSZ OPJTF EPNJOBUFT BCPWF
�N)[ XJUI SPVHIMZ FRVBM BMMPDBUJPOT GPS QIPUPO TIPU
OPJTF BOE UFDIOJDBM OPJTF TPVSDFT� 4VDI B TFOTJUJWJUZ
DBO CF BDIJFWFE XJUI B ���NJMMJPO LN BSN�MFOHUI DPO�
TUFMMBUJPO XJUI �� DN UFMFTDPQFT BOE �8 MBTFS TZTUFNT�
ćJT JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF (0"5 SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT
BOE CBTFE PO UFDIOJDBM SFBEJOFTT BMPOF B MBVODINJHIU
CF GFBTJCMF BSPVOE ����� 8F QSPQPTF BNJTTJPO MJGFUJNF
PG � ZFBST FYUFOEBCMF UP �� ZFBST GPS -*4"�

1BHF � -*4" o �� */530%6$5*0/

[LISA 2017]
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LISA data - LDC-2 Sangria

• MBHBs: chirping signals, emerging from low-f noise
• GBs: quasi-monochromatic, horizontal lines

[LDC]
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Contrasting LIGO/Virgo and LISA

XJUI B NFBO JOUFS�4�$ TFQBSBUJPO EJTUBODF PG ��� NJM�
MJPO LN� " SFGFSFODF PSCJU IBT CFFO QSPEVDFE PQUJ�
NJTFE UPNJOJNJTF UIF LFZ WBSJBCMF QBSBNFUFST PG JOUFS�
4�$ CSFBUIJOH BOHMFT 	ĘVDUVBUJPOT PG WFSUFY BOHMFT
 BOE
UIF SBOHF SBUF PG UIF 4�$ BT CPUI PG UIFTF ESJWF UIF DPN�
QMFYJUZ PG UIF QBZMPBE EFTJHO XIJMF BU UIF TBNF UJNF FO�
TVSJOH UIF SBOHF UP UIF DPOTUFMMBUJPO JT TVďDJFOUMZ DMPTF
GPS DPNNVOJDBUJPO QVSQPTFT�

Earth

Sun
1 AU (150 million km)

19 – 23°
60°

2.5 million km

1 AU
Sun

'JHVSF �� %FQJDUJPO PG UIF -*4" 0SCJU�

ćF PSCJUBM DPOĕHVSBUJPO JT EFQJDUFE JO 'JHVSF �� ćFTF
PSCJUT XJMM MFBE UP CSFBUIJOH BOHMFT PG ±� EFH BOE
%PQQMFS TIJęT CFUXFFO UIF 4�$ PG XJUIJO ±�.)[�
ćF MBVODI BOE USBOTGFS BSF PQUJNJ[FE GPS B EFEJDBUFE
"SJBOF ��� MBVODI BOE DBSSZ UIF GPMMPXJOH CBTJD GFB�
UVSFT�
t UPUBM USBOTGFS UJNF PG BCPVU ��� EBZT�
t EJSFDU FTDBQF MBVODI XJUI V∞ = 260N�T�
t UISFF TFUT PGNBOPFVWSFT GPS ĕOBM USBOTGFS PSCJU JOKFD�

UJPO QFSGPSNFE CZ UIF QSPQVMTJPO BOE 4�$ DPNQPTJUF
NPEVMFT� 4FF 4FDUJPO ����� GPS EFUBJMT�

��� -BVODIFS

ćF SFDPNNFOEFE PQUJPO GPS -*4" JT UP VTF POF PG
UIF "SJBOF � GBNJMZ PG MBVODI WFIJDMFT XJUI B EFE�
JDBUFE "SJBOF ��� MBVODI CFJOH UIF QSFGFSSFE PQUJPO�
8JUI B MBVODI DBQBDJUZ EJSFDUMZ JOUP BO FTDBQF USBKFD�
UPSZ PG ���� LH UIF "SJBOF ��� JT WFSZ XFMM TVJUFE UP
UIF -*4" MBVODI SFRVJSFNFOUT BOE UIF SFGFSFODF PSCJU
EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO ��� JT CBTFE PO UIF DBQBCJMJUJFT PG
UIJT MBVODIFS� ćF DBQBDJUZ PG "SJBOF ��� JT MJNJUFE BOE
JU JT FYUSFNFMZ MJLFMZ UIBU BOZ NJTTJPO TJ[FE UP ĕU XJUIJO
JU XPVME CF TJHOJĕDBOUMZ DPNQSPNJTFE JO UFSNT PG DB�
QBCJMJUZ� 4JNJMBSMZ JU JT MJLFMZ UIBU UIF DPOTUSBJOUT BOE
DPNQMFYJUZ PG B MBVODI UP (FPTUBUJPOBSZ 5SBOTGFS 0S�
CJU DPNCJOFE XJUI UIF OFFE UP ĕOE B TVJUBCMF QBSUOFS
NBLF B TIBSFE "SJBOF ��� MBVODI VOBUUSBDUJWF�

��� $PODFQU PG 0QFSBUJPOT

&BDI 4�$ JT FRVJQQFE XJUI JUT PXO QSPQVMTJPO NPEVMF
UP SFBDI UIF EFTJSFE PSCJU� %VSJOH UIJT DSVJTF QIBTF
DIFDLPVU BOE UFTUJOH PG TPNF FRVJQNFOU DPVME BMSFBEZ
CFHJO� 0ODF UIF 4�$ IBWF CFFO JOTFSUFE JOUP UIFJS DPS�
SFDU PSCJUT BOE UIF QSPQVMTJPO NPEVMFT KFUUJTPOFE UIF
UISFF 4�$ NVTU CF QSFQBSFE UP GPSN B TJOHMF XPSL�
JOH PCTFSWBUPSZ CFGPSF TDJFODF PQFSBUJPOT DBO CF FT�
UBCMJTIFE� ćJT JODMVEFT UIF SFMFBTF PG UIF UFTU NBTTFT
BOE FOHBHJOH UIF %SBH�'SFF "UUJUVEF $POUSPM 4ZTUFN
	%'"$4
� ćJT QSPDFTT DPOTUFMMBUJPO BDRVJTJUJPO BOE
DBMJCSBUJPO JT EFTDSJCFE JO 4FDUJPO ������ 'PMMPXJOH
BDRVJTJUJPO BOE DBMJCSBUJPO -*4" XPVME FOUFS UIF QSJ�
NBSZ TDJFODF NPEF� "U UIJT UJNF BMM UFTU NBTTFT JOTJEF
UIF UISFF 4�$ XJMM CF JO GSFF GBMM BMPOH UIF MJOFT PG TJHIU
CFUXFFO UIF 4�$� $BQBDJUJWF TFOTPST TVSSPVOEJOH FBDI
UFTU NBTT XJMM NPOJUPS UIFJS QPTJUJPO BOE PSJFOUBUJPO
XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF 4�$� %'"$4 XJMM VTF NJDSP�/FXUPO
UISVTUFST UP TUFFS UIF 4�$ UP GPMMPX UIF UFTUNBTTFT BMPOH
UIF UISFF USBOTMBUJPOBM EFHSFFT�PG�GSFFEPN VTJOH JO�
UFSGFSPNFUSJD SFBEPVU XIFSF BWBJMBCMF BOE DBQBDJUJWF
TFOTJOH GPS UIF SFNBJOJOH EFHSFFT�PG�GSFFEPN� &MFD�
USPTUBUJD BDUVBUPST BSF VTFE UP BQQMZ UIF SFRVJSFE GPSDFT
BOE UPSRVFT JO BMM PUIFS EFHSFFT PG GSFFEPN UP UIF UFTU
NBTTFT� -BTFS JOUFSGFSPNFUSZ JT VTFE UP NPOJUPS UIF
EJTUBODF DIBOHFT CFUXFFO UIF UFTU NBTTFT BOE UIF PQ�
UJDBM CFODI 	0#
 JOTJEF FBDI 4�$� ćFTF UFDIOPMPHJFT
IBWF CFFO EFNPOTUSBUFE CZ UIF -*4" 1BUIĕOEFS NJT�
TJPO�
ćF MPOH�CBTFMJOF MBTFS JOUFSGFSPNFUFS PS TDJFODF JO�
UFSGFSPNFUFS JT VTFE UP NFBTVSF DIBOHFT JO UIF EJT�
UBODF CFUXFFO UIF PQUJDBM CFODIFT XIJMF B UIJSE JO�
UFSGFSPNFUFS TJHOBM NPOJUPST UIF EJČFSFOUJBM MBTFS GSF�
RVFODZ OPJTF CFUXFFO UIF UXP MPDBM MBTFS TZTUFNT� "MM
JOUFSGFSPNFUFS TJHOBMT BSF DPNCJOFE PO HSPVOE UP EF�
UFSNJOF UIF EJČFSFOUJBM EJTUBODF DIBOHFT CFUXFFO UXP
QBJST PG XJEFMZ TFQBSBUFE UFTU NBTTFT� 4DJFODF .PEF
XPVME GFBUVSF OFBS�DPOUJOVPVT PQFSBUJPO PG UIF TZTUFN
BU UIF EFTJHO TFOTJUJWJUZ� ćF TZTUFN EFTJHO TIPVME CF
TVDI UIBU JO TDJFODF NPEF FYUFSOBM QFSUVSCBUJPOT UP
UIF TZTUFN BSFNJOJNJTFE BOE JO QBSUJDVMBS UIF CBTFMJOF
EFTJHO EPFT OPU SFRVJSF TUBUJPO LFFQJOH PS PSCJU DPS�
SFDUJPO NBOPFVWSFT� *O MJOF XJUI UIF TDJFODF SFRVJSF�
NFOUT PO EBUB MBUFODZ DPNNVOJDBUJPOT XPVME PDDVS
PODF QFS EBZ GPS B EVSBUJPO PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ � IPVST�
ćFSF BSF UXP QSJODJQBM FWFOUT XIJDI XJMM DBVTF TPNF
EJTSVQUJPO UP UIF TDJFODF NPEF PG PQFSBUJPOT� UIFTF
BSF SF�QPJOUJOH PG UIF BOUFOOBT BOE SF�DPOĕHVSBUJPO
PG UIF MBTFS MPDLJOH UP NBJOUBJO UIF CFBU OPUFT XJUIJO
UIF QIBTFNFUFS CBOEXJEUI UIFTF BSF DPWFSFE JO NPSF
EFUBJM JO 4FDUJPOT ��� BOE ��� SFTQFDUJWFMZ� *O BEEJUJPO
UP UIF NBJO TDJFODF NPEF B TQFDJBM QSPUFDUFE QFSJPE

-*4" o �� .*44*0/ 130'*-& 1BHF ��

LISA response

LISA orbits
Low-f approximation: two LIGO-type 
detectors in motion [Cutler 1997]

⇡/4
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High-f: three channels 
frequency-dependence

yslr “ 1

2

1

1 ´ k̂ ¨ nl

nl ¨ phptsq ´ hptrqq ¨ nl

Laser frequency shift, spacecrafts 
s to r through link l:  + Time-delay interferometry (TDI)

linear combinations with more delays
y = �⌫/⌫
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Tslr =
i⇡fL

2
sinc [⇡fL (1� k · nl)] exp [i⇡f (L+ k · (pr + ps))]nl · P · nl(tf )
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Chirping signals Fourier-domain:

Time and frequency-dependency
Time: motion of LISA on its orbit
Frequency: departure from long-wavelength
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Galactic binaries: signals and challenges

Superposed signal

Individual signal

• Mostly WD-WD, some other 
compact objects

• Full galaxy: ~20 million systems !

• About ~20000 individually 
resolvable

• Form a (non-stationary) 
background

• Verification binaries

• Quasi-monochromatic GW 
emitters

• Modulation by LISA motion 
(sidebands in Fourier-domain)

• Superposition of signals in 
Fourier-domain
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Galactic binaries: example results 14
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FIG. 10. Top panel: Power spectrum for 24 months of simulated TDI-A channel used to test the algorithm performance on
multi-source data, with inferred residual (light blue) and noise level (green) posteriors, showing 50 and 90% credible intervals.
Bottom panel: Reconstructed waveform posteriors (using the same credible intervals) discretely identified after the 24 month
analysis and post-processing zoomed in to a narrower bandwidth of the top panel, including two adjacent analysis windows.

FIG. 11. Two-dimensional marginalized posteriors for a sin-
gle analysis window of the full test segment of simulated data
around 4 mHz after 12 months of observing time by LISA.
The analysis was built up from 1.5, 3, and 6 month observa-
tions. Gray circles mark the parameter values of the injected
sources. The top panel shows the frequency-amplitude plane,
and the bottom panel shows the sky location in ecliptic coor-
dinates. Contours enclose the 1 and 2� posterior probability
regions for each discrete source found in the catalog produc-
tion, and the color scheme is consistent with Fig. 10.

of the source population, both within and beyond the
galaxy, matures.

The main areas in need of further work are: (1) Com-
bining the galactic binary analysis with analyses for other
types of sources; (2) Better noise modeling, including
non-stationarity on long and short timescales; (3) Han-
dling gaps in the data; (4) More realistic instrument re-
sponse modeling and TDI generation; (5) Further im-
provements to the convergence time of the pipeline.

Figure 13 shows one possible approach for incorpo-
rating the galactic analysis as part of a global fit. In
this scheme, the analyses for each source type, such as
super massive black hole binaries (SMBH), stellar ori-
gin (LIGO-Virgo) binaries (SOBH), un-modeled grav-

itational waves (UGW), extreme mass ratio inspirals
(EMRI), and stochastic signals (Stochastic) are cycled
through, which each analysis block passing updated
residuals (i.e., the data minus the current global fit) along
to the next analysis block. New data is added to the anal-
ysis as it arrives. The noise model and the instrument
model (e.g., spacecraft orbital parameters, calibration
parameters, etc.) are regularly updated. This blocked
Gibbs scheme has the advantage of allowing compart-
mentalized development, and should be fairly e�cient
given that the overlap between di↵erent signal types is
small.

A more revolutionary change to the algorithm is on
the near horizon, where we will switch to computing
the waveforms and the likelihood using a discrete time-
frequency wavelet representation. A fast wavelet do-
main waveform and likelihood have already been devel-
oped [54]. This change of basis allows us to properly
model the non-stationary noise from the unresolved sig-
nals which are modulated by the LISA orbital motion, as
well as any long-term non-stationarity in the instrument
noise. Rectangular grids in the time-frequency plane are
possible using wavelet wave packets [55] which make it
easy to add new data as observations continue, instead
of needing the new data samples to fit into a particular
choice for the wavelet time-frequency scaling, e.g. being
2n or a product of primes. Wavelets are also ideal for
handling gaps in the data as they have built-in window-
ing that suppresses spectral leakage with minimal loss of
information. The time-frequency likelihood [54] also en-
able smooth modeling of the dynamic noise power spec-
trum S(f, t) using BayesLinetype methods extended to
two dimensions.

Convergence of the sampler will be improved by in-
cluding directed jumps in the extrinsic parameters when
using the F statistic proposal (as opposed to the uni-
form draws that are currently used). The e↵ectiveness
of the posterior-based proposals can be improved by in-
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Bottom panel: Reconstructed waveform posteriors (using the same credible intervals) discretely identified after the 24 month
analysis and post-processing zoomed in to a narrower bandwidth of the top panel, including two adjacent analysis windows.
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FIG. 11. Two-dimensional marginalized posteriors for a sin-
gle analysis window of the full test segment of simulated data
around 4 mHz after 12 months of observing time by LISA.
The analysis was built up from 1.5, 3, and 6 month observa-
tions. Gray circles mark the parameter values of the injected
sources. The top panel shows the frequency-amplitude plane,
and the bottom panel shows the sky location in ecliptic coor-
dinates. Contours enclose the 1 and 2� posterior probability
regions for each discrete source found in the catalog produc-
tion, and the color scheme is consistent with Fig. 10.

of the source population, both within and beyond the
galaxy, matures.

The main areas in need of further work are: (1) Com-
bining the galactic binary analysis with analyses for other
types of sources; (2) Better noise modeling, including
non-stationarity on long and short timescales; (3) Han-
dling gaps in the data; (4) More realistic instrument re-
sponse modeling and TDI generation; (5) Further im-
provements to the convergence time of the pipeline.

Figure 13 shows one possible approach for incorpo-
rating the galactic analysis as part of a global fit. In
this scheme, the analyses for each source type, such as
super massive black hole binaries (SMBH), stellar ori-
gin (LIGO-Virgo) binaries (SOBH), un-modeled grav-

itational waves (UGW), extreme mass ratio inspirals
(EMRI), and stochastic signals (Stochastic) are cycled
through, which each analysis block passing updated
residuals (i.e., the data minus the current global fit) along
to the next analysis block. New data is added to the anal-
ysis as it arrives. The noise model and the instrument
model (e.g., spacecraft orbital parameters, calibration
parameters, etc.) are regularly updated. This blocked
Gibbs scheme has the advantage of allowing compart-
mentalized development, and should be fairly e�cient
given that the overlap between di↵erent signal types is
small.

A more revolutionary change to the algorithm is on
the near horizon, where we will switch to computing
the waveforms and the likelihood using a discrete time-
frequency wavelet representation. A fast wavelet do-
main waveform and likelihood have already been devel-
oped [54]. This change of basis allows us to properly
model the non-stationary noise from the unresolved sig-
nals which are modulated by the LISA orbital motion, as
well as any long-term non-stationarity in the instrument
noise. Rectangular grids in the time-frequency plane are
possible using wavelet wave packets [55] which make it
easy to add new data as observations continue, instead
of needing the new data samples to fit into a particular
choice for the wavelet time-frequency scaling, e.g. being
2n or a product of primes. Wavelets are also ideal for
handling gaps in the data as they have built-in window-
ing that suppresses spectral leakage with minimal loss of
information. The time-frequency likelihood [54] also en-
able smooth modeling of the dynamic noise power spec-
trum S(f, t) using BayesLinetype methods extended to
two dimensions.

Convergence of the sampler will be improved by in-
cluding directed jumps in the extrinsic parameters when
using the F statistic proposal (as opposed to the uni-
form draws that are currently used). The e↵ectiveness
of the posterior-based proposals can be improved by in-

 [Littenberg&al 2020]

• Demonstration on a subset of the full 
Galaxy

• Reversible jumps MCMC to handle the 
superposition of sources
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Massive black holes: signals and challenges
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MBHB merger in time-domain
• Very loud sources, SNRs of 

several thousands !

• Detection of merger easy, but 
detection as early as possible ?

• Advance localization for 
multimessenger observations ?

• Signals can be short (< 1day) 
and degenerate

• Waveform model systematics 
for such loud signals ? Biases, 
residuals for other sources ?

• Subdominant features in the 
signal are important

FD signal with harmonics
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Massive black holes: example results

injection
ptmcmc 22
ptmcmc HM

Sky position

Distance-inclination

Higher harmonics crucial 
in breaking degeneracies

Fiducial system:
M = 5 · 105M�

q = 3

z = 4

◆ = ⇡/3
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Degenerate sky 
localization possible

 [Marsat&al 2020]
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Extreme mass ratio inspirals, stellar-mass black holes

Berry et al. The unique potential of extreme mass-ratio inspirals
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Figure 1. Illustration of an orbit in Kerr spacetime, appropriate for a short portion of an EMRI around a
spinning MBH. The central black hole has a mass M = 106M� and a dimensionless spin of 0.9. Distances
are measured in units of the gravitational radius rg = GM/c2. The innermost stable circular orbit for this
MBH would be at r ' 2.3rg. The coordinates have been mapped into Euclidean space to visualise the orbit:
the bottom right panel shows a three-dimensional view of the orbit; the top panels show the projections of
this orbit into three planes, and the bottom left panels show the orbit as a function of time. While EMRIs
evolve over years, this trajectory is only a few hours long. The intricate nature of the orbit is encoded into
the frequencies of the gravitational-wave signal. Measuring these lets us reconstruct the spacetime of the
MBH. Adapted from [29].

2

[Berry&al 2019]

• Long-lived, complex signals, large number of wave cycles

• Strong precession and eccentricity features, orbits in the 
relativistic regime around Kerr

• Exquisite determination of some parameters — also 
means that the signals are hard to find !

• Theoretical work on waveform models needed

EMRIs

Stellar-mass BHs

• Quiet signals: a few detections in the LISA band

• Inspiral regime far from merger, very large number 
of cycles

• Challenge of detection: template banks impossible

• Multiband analysis, archival searches ?
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LISA Data Challenge and future challenges

https://lisa-ldc.lal.in2p3.fr/

lisa-ldc.lal.in2p3.fr
lisa-ldc-helpdesk-l@in2p3.fr

LISA Data Challenge

LDC-1 (Radler):
• Noise known in advance

• Not blind, sources known

• Single class of sources

LDC-2 (Sangria):

The full LISA problem

• Noise reduction (TDI)

• Noise properties must be inferred

• Data artifacts (gaps, …)

• Global fit required, updated regularly

LDC-2 (Spritz):

16

FIG. 13. The UCB search as one component of a global
fit. The residuals from each source analysis block are passed
along to the next analysis in a sequence of Gibbs updates.
New data is incorporated into the fit during the mission. The
noise model and instrument models are updated on a regular
basis.

We will extend the waveform model to allow for more
complicated signals including eccentric white dwarf bina-
ries, hierarchical systems and stellar mass binary black
holes which are the progenitors of the merging systems
observed by ground-based interferometers [57], and de-
velop infrastructure to jointly analyze multimessenger
sources simultaneously observable by both LISA and EM
observatories [1, 13, 14, 18].
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Global fit

• Noise unknown
• Blind
• MBHBs + full GBs

• MBHB + data gaps
• Glitches
LDC-2 (Yorsh):
• EMRI
• SBHB

https://lisa-ldc.lal.in2p3.fr/
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Machine learning applications

Detection

• Glitch classification (CNN, image 
recognition in time-frequency)

• Supervised Learning: GravitySpy, 
citizen science

• Denoising

Low-latency

Waveform models Parameter estimation

DetChar, glitches

Reviews (rapidly changing!): [Cuoco&al 2019]

• Remnant properties

• Coefficients on a reduced basis

• Interpolating waveforms (GPRs)

• Variational auto-encoder (CVAE)

• Normalizing flows

Variational inference, likelihood-free

• Sky map generation

• CNNs for detection

https://iphysresearch.github.io/Survey4GWML/

https://iphysresearch.github.io/Survey4GWML/
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Machine learning example - fast PE
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Figure 3. Comparison of (a) detector-frame component mass
and (b) sky position posteriors from DINGO (colored) and
LALInference (gray) for eight GWTC-1 events. 90% credible
regions shown.

For true posteriors, the percentiles should be uniformly
distributed, so the CDF should be diagonal. Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test p-values are indicated in the legend, with
combined p-value of 0.46. This shows that DINGO is
performing properly on simulated data.

We now proceed to our main result, which is a demon-
stration of performance on real events. We perform infer-
ence on the eight GWTC-1 BBH events compatible with
our prior, using both DINGO and LALInference MCMC.
For DINGO, generation of 50,000 sample points with 30
GNPE iterations takes roughly 1 minute. Comparisons of
inferred component masses and sky position for all events
show good agreement (see Fig. 3), including multimodal-
ity for the sky position. The one exception is GW170104,
where the mass posterior is slightly flatter. Nevertheless,
90% credible intervals are in good agreement.

For quantitative comparisons, we compute the Jensen-
Shannon divergence (JSD) [49] between DINGO and
LALInference one-dimensional marginalized posteriors
(see Fig. 4). This is a symmetric divergence that mea-
sures the di↵erence between two probability distributions,
with values ranging from 0 to ln(2) ⇡ 0.69 nat. We find a
mean JSD across all events and parameters of 0.0009 nat,
which is slightly higher than the variation (0.0007 nat)
found between LALInference runs with identical settings
but di↵erent random seeds [19]. By comparing such LAL-
Inference runs, Ref. [19] also established a maximum JSD
of 0.002 nat for indistinguishability; our results are ap-
proaching this threshold, with two events below for all
parameters, and the others with one to three parame-
ters above. The slight visible disagreement between mass
posteriors for GW170104 is also reflected in larger JSDs.
For comparison, we note that PSD variations (see Supple-
mental Material) and the choice of waveform model [19]
both impact the JSD at a much higher level (0.02 nat).
Additional comparisons between samplers, including pos-
teriors for all events, are provided in the Supplemental
Material.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we introduced DINGO

and applied it to perform extremely fast Bayesian pa-
rameter inference for gravitational waves observed by the
LIGO and Virgo detectors. We analyzed eight GWTC-1
events, and showed excellent agreement with standard
algorithms, with inference times reduced by factors of 103–
104. This was achieved by conditioning on the detector
noise characteristics and making a number of architecture
and algorithm improvements. We plan to release a public
DINGO code in the very near future.

A critical component of DINGO is a new iterative
algorithm—GNPE—to partially o↵-load the modeling of
time translations from the neural network. Although con-
vergence of GNPE may take one minute, initial samples
with slightly reduced accuracy can, however, be produced
in just a few seconds by taking fewer iterations.

Going forward, the next steps are to extend the prior
to include longer-duration binary neutron star signals [50]
(for which rapid results are especially important to iden-
tify electromagnetic counterparts) and to extend to more
physically-realistic waveform models, which include higher
multipole modes and more accurate spin-precession ef-
fects [20]. Long and complex waveforms are much more
expensive for standard algorithms, so the relative improve-
ment in performance should be even more significant. If
successful, this would also enable the routine use of the
most physically-realistic waveforms, resulting in consis-
tently reduced systematic errors. These extensions will
likely require somewhat larger networks and improved
data representation or compression.

Another natural extension would be to study signals
with real detector noise, rather than the stationary-
Gaussian idealization. For DINGO, performing infer-
ence with realistic noise is simply a matter of training

2

Deep INference for Gravitational-wave Observations, or
DINGO.

NPE and conventional methods both involve the same
inputs: a prior and a likelihood. A key di↵erence, however,
is the way in which the likelihood is used: for conventional
methods, its density is evaluated, whereas for NPE it is
used to simulate data, i.e., d ⇠ p(d|✓). This distinction
is important when dealing with nonstationary or non-
Gaussian detector noise, for which an analytic likelihood
is either expensive or unavailable. In this case, one could
nevertheless simulate data, in a noise-model-independent
way, by injecting simulated signals into real noise. Our
present focus is on speed and on validating DINGO on
stationary-Gaussian noise, but the ultimate aim of more
accurate inference using real noise should be kept in mind.

There have been several previous studies that applied
NPE or related approaches to gravitational waves [28–
35]; see also [36]. However, most of these are limited in
some way: they either restrict the number of parameters
or the distributional form of the posterior, or they do
not analyze real data, or there are clear deviations from
results obtained using standard algorithms. The best
performance to-date was achieved in the study [32] by
some of us. This was the only study to infer all 15
parameters1 of a binary black hole (BBH) system in
real data and demonstrate close agreement to standard
samplers. However, even that study did not achieve full
amortization, as it did not address the fact that detector
noise varies from event to event. Rather, the neural
network of [32] was tuned to the noise power spectral
densities (PSDs) of the detectors at the time of the event
analyzed, and it would require retraining for each new
event.

We now present for the first time completely amortized
inference for BBHs using DINGO. This is achieved by
conditioning the neural network not only on the event
strain data, but also on the detector noise PSD, which
can be estimated using nearby data [17]. We also achieve
unprecedented accuracy thanks to a new iterative algo-
rithm for time-shifting the coalescence times, as well as
various architecture improvements. We use our trained
networks to analyze all events in the first Gravitational-
Wave Transient Catalog (GWTC-1) [8] with component
masses greater than 10 M� (our prior bound) and find
close (sometimes indistinguishable) quantitative agree-
ment with standard algorithms. This Letter sets a new
standard for rapid gravitational-wave inference, which
should enable real-time gravitational-wave science in the
near future. It shows that NPE has moved beyond toy

1 Parameters consist of detector-frame component masses (m1, m2),
time of coalescence at geocenter tc, reference phase �c, sky posi-
tion (↵, �), luminosity distance dL, inclination angle ✓JN , spin
magnitudes (a1, a2), spin angles (✓1, ✓2,�12,�JL) [37], and po-
larization angle  .

noise PSD
Sn

strain data
d

time shifts
⌧I

embedding
network

normal
u

flow f
parameters

✓

d�⌧I

128 dims

GNPE

Figure 1. DINGO flow chart. The posterior distribution is
represented in terms of an invertible normalizing flow (orange),
taking normally-distributed random variables u into posterior
samples ✓. The flow itself depends on a (compressed) repre-
sentation of the noise properties Sn and the data d, as well as
an estimate ⌧I of the coalescence time in each detector I. The
data are time-shifted by ⌧I to simplify the representation. For
inference, the iterative GNPE algorithm is used to provide an
estimate of ⌧I , as described in the main text.

models and is competitive with conventional algorithms.
More broadly, it provides a demonstration of these new
methods in a realistic use case, which we hope will inspire
wider adoption in experimental science.

Method.—The central object of DINGO is the density-
estimation neural network, which defines a conditional
probability distribution q(✓|d). This should be distin-
guished from the posterior p(✓|d), which q(✓|d) learns to
approximate through training. We use so-called normaliz-
ing flows [38–40] to define a su�ciently flexible q(✓|d) via
a d-dependent mapping fd : u 7! ✓ from a simple “base”
distribution ⇡(u),

q(✓|d) = ⇡
�
f

�1
d

� ���det Jf�1
d

��� . (2)

If ⇡(u) can be rapidly evaluated and sampled from, and
if fd is invertible and has simple Jacobian determinant,
then q(✓|d) can also be rapidly evaluated and sampled
from. Following [32], we take ⇡(u) to be multivariate
standard normal, and fd a composition of spline coupling
flows [41], each of which is defined with a neural network.

The overall structure of DINGO is illustrated in Fig. 1.
This contains three key enhancements compared to the
study [32]. First, since the data generation process de-
pends on the detector noise PSD Sn, we include this as
additional context to the neural network, i.e., q(✓|d, Sn).
This allows us to tune the network at inference time to
the PSD estimated just prior to the event, corresponding
to standard “o↵-source” noise estimation [17]. An alter-
native would be to estimate the noise “on-source” [42],
but since we consider only short-duration BBH events
here, the o↵-source approach is su�cient.

The second enhancement addresses the problem of high-

[Dax&al 2021]

• Normalizing flows
• Embedding network
• Guided neural parameter estimation
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LISA data - LDC-2 Sangria Time-Domain

• MBHBs: loudest ones clearly visible by eye above the noise
• GBs: superposed signals, annual modulation due to the LISA motion
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LISA data - LDC-2 Sangria Frequency-Domain

• MBHBs: loudest ones visible in the spectrum, subdominant
• GBs: signals local in frequency, both individually resolvable and building up a background  
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LISA: simulated catalog for MBHB astrophysical models
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LISA: simulated catalog for MBHB astrophysical models

Astrophysical models:
• Heavy seeds - delay
• Light seeds - no delay
• PopIII seeds - delay

 [Barausse 2012] 
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SMBH PE: accumulation of information with time

Method

• Represent a cut in time-to-
merger by a cut in frequency, 
becomes inaccurate at merger

• Use Multinest and PTMCMC 
with and without higher 
harmonics

8-maxima sky degeneracy 
only broken shortly before merger

LISA-frame sky map 22

SNR-based time cuts:

SNR DeltaT

10 40h

42 2.5h

167 7min
666 -

LISA-frame sky map hm2-maxima sky degeneracy 
survives after merger
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One-arm frequency observables

• Crucial to cancel laser noise
• First generation: unequal arms
• Second generation: propagation and flexing
• Michelson X,Y,Z - Uncorrelated noises A,E,T

yslr “ 1

2

1

1 ´ k̂ ¨ nl

nl ¨ phptsq ´ hptrqq ¨ nl

From spacecraft s to spacecraft r 
through link s:

3

FIG. 1: Schematic LISA configuration. The spacecraft are labeled 1, 2, and 3; each spacecraft contains two optical benches,
denoted by 1, 1∗, . . . , as indicated. The optical paths are denoted by Li, where the index i corresponds to the opposite
spacecraft. The unit vectors n̂i point between pairs of spacecraft, with the orientation indicated.

The frequency fluctuations introduced by the lasers, by the optical benches, by the proof masses, by the fiber optics,
and by the measurement itself at the photo-detector (i.e., the shot-noise fluctuations) enter the Doppler observables
yij and zij with specific time signatures; see Refs. [3, 4, 10] for a detailed discussion. The contribution yGW

ij due to
GW signals was derived in Ref. [2] in the case of a stationary array. (Note that in Ref. [2], and indeed in all the
literature on first-generation TDI, the notation yij indicates the one-way Doppler measurement for the laser beam
received at spacecraft j and traveling along arm i. In this paper we conform to the notation used in Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10]).

Since the motion of the LISA array around the Sun introduces a difference between (and a time dependence in) the
corotating and counterrotating light travel times, the exact expressions for the GW contributions to the various first-
generation TDI combinations will in principle differ from the expressions valid for a stationary array [2]. However,
the magnitude of the corrections introduced by the motion of the array are proportional to the product between
the time derivative of the GW amplitude and the difference between the actual light travel times and those valid
for a stationary array. At 1 Hz, for instance, the larger correction to the signal (due to the difference between the
corotating and counterrotating light travel times) is two orders of magnitude smaller than the main signal. Since the
amplitude of this correction scales linearly with the Fourier frequency, we can completely disregard this effect (and the
weaker effect due to the time dependence of the light travel times) over the entire LISA band [10]. Furthermore, since
along the LISA orbit the three armlengths will differ at most by ∼ 1%–2%, the degradation in signal-to-noise ratio
introduced by adopting signal templates that neglect the inequality of the armlengths will be at most a few percent.
For these reasons, in what follows we shall derive the GW responses of various second-generation TDI observables
by disregarding the differences in the delay times experienced by light propagating clockwise and counterclockwise,
and by assuming the three LISA armlengths to be constant and equal to L = 5 × 106 km ≃ 16.67 s [23]. These
approximations, together with the treatment of the moving-LISA GW response discussed at the end of Sec. II C, are
essentially equivalent to the rigid adiabatic approximation of Ref. [20], and to the formalism of Ref. [18].

A. Geometry of the orbiting LISA array

We denote the positions of the three spacecrafts by pi and the unit vectors along the arms by n̂i, where n̂1 points
from spacecraft 3 to 2, n̂2 points from spacecraft 1 to 3, and n̂3 points from spacecraft 2 to 1. In the coordinate frame
where the spacecraft are at rest, we can set without loss of generality

pL
i = (L/

√
3)(− cos 2σi, sin 2σi, 0), (1)

and

n̂L
i = (cosσi, sinσi, 0), (2)

where

σi = 3π/2 − 2(i − 1)π/3. (3)

y “ �⌫{⌫

Time-delay interferometry (TDI)

ts “ t ´ L ´ k̂ ¨ ps, tr “ t ´ k̂ ¨ pr
h “ h`P`pk̂q ` hˆPˆpk̂q GW at SSB

7

f = 10−3 Hz f = 2 × 10−2 Hz f = 5 × 10−2 Hz f = 10−1 Hz
Binary N 1PN N 1PN N 1PN Doppler N 1PN Doppler

WD–WD 0 0 24† 0 - -

WD–NS 0 0 69† 0 - -

WD–BH 0 0 190† 0 - -

NS–NS 0 0 240† 0 6.9 × 103 3.4 0 9.3 × 104 78 2.7

NS–BH 0 0 740 0.33 2.2 × 104 19.0 0.66 3.5 × 105 640 8.5

TABLE I: Contributions to the evolution of GW frequency for various types of compact, stellar-mass binaries (white dwarfs with
m = 0.35M⊙, neutron stars with m = 1.4M⊙, and black holes with m = 6M⊙), for selected (initial) GW frequencies within the
LISA band. The contributions are expressed as GW cycles over one year of evolution, and the effects of Newtonian-order (N)
and first post–Newtonian-order (1PN) terms are shown separately. The column labeled “Doppler” reports the integrated phase
shift (in cycles) due to the increased Doppler shifting of the source as the frequency increases [see Eq. (45)], where significant.
At f = 10−3 Hz there is no significant evolution of GW frequency over one year. The symbol “†” indicates that the Taylor
expansion of the phase given by Eq. (21) is accurate to within a quarter of a cycle. Numbers are not shown where a binary of
a given class cannot exist at a given frequency. Some of the conclusions that can be drawn from this table are apparent also in
Figs. 10 and 12 of Ref. [20]: up to about 1 mHz, LISA cannot differentiate (using one year of data) between a monochromatic
binary and a chirping binary (see Fig. 10 of Ref. [20]); above that frequency, chirping becomes appreciable (one additional GW
cycle over a year in this table corresponds to a frequency shift of one bin in Fig. 12 of Ref. [20]), but we see that it can still be
modeled faithfully by the linear-chirp model of Eq. (21).

In Table I, for binaries consisting of various combinations of white dwarfs (WDs, with m = 0.35M⊙), neutron stars
(NSs, with m = 1.4M⊙), and black holes (BHs, with m = 6M⊙), and for various fiducial GW frequencies within
the LISA band, we show the contributions to the evolution of GW frequency over one year caused by terms at the
Newtonian (N) and first post–Newtonian (1PN) order. The table shows that at frequencies smaller or equal to 10−3

Hz, the evolution of frequency is negligible. At frequencies approaching 10 mHz, the change in frequency becomes
significant, and needs to be included in the model of the signal; however, only the first derivative of the frequency is
needed up to about 50 mHz. In binaries with WDs of mass ∼ 0.35M⊙, above ∼ 20 mHz the WDs fill their Roche
lobe, and the dynamical evolution of the system is then determined by tidal interaction between the stars. In binaries
with either a NS or a BH, post–Newtonian effects become important at about ∼ 50 mHz. At 1 Hz and above, these
binaries will coalesce in less than 1 yr; furthermore, population studies [25] suggest that the expected number of
binaries above 50 mHz containing neutron stars and black holes is negligible. (The effects of frequency evolution in
the LISA response to GW signals from inspiraling binaries are also discussed in Ref. [26].)

Therefore, for sufficiently small binary masses, for sufficiently small GW frequencies (and definitely for all non-
tidally-interacting binaries that contain WDs), we can approximate the phase of the signal by Taylor-expanding it,
and then neglecting terms of cubic and higher order. The resulting expression for the signal phase φs(t) is

φs(t) ≃ ωt + 1
2 ω̇t2, where ω̇ =

48

5

(
GMc

2c3

)5/3

ω11/3. (21)

E. TDI responses

The response of the second-generation TDI observables to a transverse–traceless, plane GW is obtained by setting
yij(t) = yGW

ij (t) [according to Eqs. (12) and (13)] in the TDI expressions of Ref. [9, 10]. For instance, the GW response
of the second-generation TDI observable X1 is given by

XGW
1 =

[

(yGW
31 + yGW

13,2) + (yGW
21 + yGW

12,3),22 − (yGW
21 + yGW

12,3) − (yGW
31 + yGW

13,2),33

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

XGW(t)

−
[

(yGW
31 + yGW

13,2) + (yGW
21 + yGW

12,3),22 − (yGW
21 + yGW

12,3) − (yGW
31 + yGW

13,2),33

]

,2233
︸ ︷︷ ︸

XGW(t−2L2−2L3)≃XGW(t−4L)

. (22)

As anticipated above, here we are disregarding the effects introduced by the time dependence of light travel times,
and by the rotation-induced difference between clockwise and counterclockwise light travel times [27]. Each of the
two terms delimited by square brackets in Eq. (22) corresponds to the GW response of the first-generation Michelson
observable X [2]. The TDI observables X2 and X3 are obtained by cyclical permutation of indices in Eq. (22).

Approximations
• Long-wavelength approximation: two moving LIGOs rotated by          + orbital delay
• Rigid approximation (order of the delays does not matter, delay=L simple in Fourier 

domain)

⇡{4

8

FIG. 5: Tracing the light paths in the Michelson and unequal-
arm Michelson TDI combinations.

combinations of various types are possible:
The Sagnac-type observables (α, β, γ) are sums of six

basic Doppler observables, and they involve the difference
between the Doppler shifts accumulated by light propa-
gating around the LISA array in the two senses. Thus,
the Sagnac-type observables use all the LISA laser links
in both directions. A fully symmetric Sagnac observ-
able (ζ) is considerably less sensitive than most others
to GWs with frequencies at the lower end of the LISA
band; it was suggested [21] that the comparison between
the power observed in ζ and in the other TDI variables
could be used to discern a stochastic GW background
from instrumental noise. The observables built from six
Doppler variables are also known as six-pulse combina-
tions, because their response to an impulsive plane GW
consists of six separate pulses.

Eight-pulse combinations involve sums and differences
of the Doppler shifts measured along four of the six LISA
laser links. The unequal-arm Michelson observables (X ,
Y , Z) use both links of two arms; as discussed above,
they can be interpreted as measuring the phase differ-
ence accumulated by light traveling (twice, in opposite
orders) along the two arms of a Michelson interferometer
centered in one of the spacecraft. Perhaps for this reason,
and in analogy with ground-based GW interferometers,
a single unequal-arm Michelson observable (generally X)
is often used in LISA data analysis to compute expected
detection rates and parameter-estimation accuracies.

More eight-pulse combinations can be formed: the bea-
con observables (P , Q, R) use only the two links depart-
ing from one of the spacecraft, and both links along the
opposite arm; the monitor observables (E, F , G) use only
the two links arriving at one of the spacecraft, and both
links along the opposite arm; last, the relay observables
(U , V , W ) use one departing link and the adjacent arriv-
ing link at one of the spacecraft, together with both links
along the opposite arm. The eight-pulse combinations
can be considered as LISA contingency modes, because
they are available even if one or two of the laser links fail.
Note however that all six lasers must still be available to
build the intra-spacecraft observables zslr required for
the eight-pulse combinations, except in the case of the

unequal-arm Michelson observables: one of these can al-
ways be built even if one or both lasers directed along
one of the arms happen to fail.

Dhurandhar and colleagues [25] proved that the space
of all the first-generation TDI observables can be con-
structed by combining four generators, which they iden-
tify in α, β, γ, and ζ. Prince and colleagues [20] showed
how to diagonalize the cross noise spectrum of the gen-
erators to obtain three observables (A, E, and T ) with
uncorrelated noises. The three optimal observables A, E,
and T are written as sums and differences of α, β, and γ,
and when used in combination they achieve the optimal
S/N for GW sources at any frequency in the LISA band.

Modified TDI. Also known as TDI 1.5. Shaddock [26]
recently pointed out that the rotation of the LISA array
introduces a difference in the armlengths experienced by
beams traveling in the corotating and counterrotating
directions (i.e., Lk ̸= L−k). Furthermore, this difference
becomes much larger if we take into account also the
orbital motion of the array around the Sun [5]. Some
of the first-generation observables (the X-type, P -type,
E-type, and U -type combinations), cancel laser noise
also for Lk ̸= L−k, if time delays for the appropriate
oriented arms are used [as we have already arranged,
for instance, in Eq. (14)]; these observables can be in-
terpreted as tracing light paths that enclose vanishing
areas. Conversely, the first-generation observables that
trace light paths that enclose a finite area (such as α,
β, γ, and ζ) are equivalent to Sagnac interferometers
[28], and must necessarily be sensitive to the rotation
of the array, which shows up as a spurious phase dif-
ference between the lasers, originating from the starting
points of the light paths. The Sagnac observables can be
modified by means of a finite-difference procedure anal-
ogous to the change undergone between the equal-arm
and unequal-arm Michelson combinations (see Fig. 5), so
that the modified Sagnac observables have null enclosed
area, and cancel laser noise [3, 4]. The resulting com-
binations [α1, α2, and α3, which generalize α, β, and γ;
and ζ1, ζ2, and ζ3 [5], which nonuniquely generalize ζ] in-
clude twice as many yslr variables as the first-generation
combinations (i.e., they are 12-pulse observables).

Second-generation TDI. Also known as TDI 2.0. The
motion of the LISA array introduces not only a direc-
tional dependence of the armlengths, but also a time de-
pendence, as first recognized by Cornish and Hellings [3].
In this case, the order of the TDI retardations becomes
important: for instance, if the armlengths are constant,
then

t,2−2 ≡ t − L−2 − L2 = t − L2 − L−2 ≡ t,−22 (14)

but if they are not (as signaled by a semicolon index
notation), then

t;2−2 ≡
(

t − L−2(t) − L2(t − L−2)
)

̸=
(

t − L2(t) − L−2(t − L2)
)

≡ t;−22. (15)

LISA instrument response
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Extreme mass ratio inspirals: signals and challenges

Berry et al. The unique potential of extreme mass-ratio inspirals
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Figure 1. Illustration of an orbit in Kerr spacetime, appropriate for a short portion of an EMRI around a
spinning MBH. The central black hole has a mass M = 106M� and a dimensionless spin of 0.9. Distances
are measured in units of the gravitational radius rg = GM/c2. The innermost stable circular orbit for this
MBH would be at r ' 2.3rg. The coordinates have been mapped into Euclidean space to visualise the orbit:
the bottom right panel shows a three-dimensional view of the orbit; the top panels show the projections of
this orbit into three planes, and the bottom left panels show the orbit as a function of time. While EMRIs
evolve over years, this trajectory is only a few hours long. The intricate nature of the orbit is encoded into
the frequencies of the gravitational-wave signal. Measuring these lets us reconstruct the spacetime of the
MBH. Adapted from [29].

2

[Berry&al 2019]

16

FIG. 7. Waveforms corresponding to the four waveform models tested in Figure 6 are shown here. Each waveform follows
the top-left trajectories in the sub-panels in Figure 6 which have (p0, e0) = (10, 0.7) and a final eccentricity ' 0.5. Each row
contains a di↵erent fast waveform model labelled along the vertical axis shown with a dashed orange line. These fast models are
compared against the slow waveform model appearing as a solid blue line. The left and right plots represent the beginning and
end of a two-year waveform. As is expected from the mismatch results, the FF✏5 and FF✏2 waveforms provide the strongest
match to the slow waveform model. The visual di↵erence between these two models is almost indistinguishable. The FF22
quadrupolar waveform begins to have di�culty resolving the higher peaks in the waveform and visually shows a clear separation
from the top two rows. The bottom row, with the SchAAK waveform model, clearly reveals the issues related to generating
EMRI waveforms with semi-relativistic amplitudes: the overlap is very poor both quantitatively and visually.

D. Intrinsic Posterior Analysis

It is helpful to transform the mismatch information
into actual metrics for data analysis. Here, we will focus
on determining measurement precision and bias for the

waveforms analyzed in this section. Rather than using
the typical Fisher matrix [e.g. 68] and Cutler-Vallisneri
bias [69] calculations, we leverage the e�ciency of the
GPU implementations to generate full Bayesian posteri-
ors from basic standard parameter estimation runs.

[Katz&al 2021]

• Long-lived signals, large number of wave 
cycles

• Strong precession and eccentricity features, 
orbits in the relativistic regime around Kerr

• Decomposition in harmonics: ~100 modes

• Exquisite determination of some 
parameters — also means that the signals 
are hard to find !

• Theoretical work on waveform models 
needed (2nd-order Self-Force)
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Extreme mass ratio inspirals: example results20

FIG. 10. Corner plot showing one- and two-dimensional marginalized posteriors for an injection with (M,µ, p0, e0,�',0,�r,0) =
(106M�, 3M�, 8.99, 0.5, 3.23, 4.72). The histograms and contours for the ✏ = 10�5 fast FEW (FF✏5) and Schwarzschild AAK
(SchAAK) template waveforms are shown in blue and black, respectively. The true injection parameters are denoted with the
red vertical and horizontal lines. Note the sampling methods used concentrated near the true value. The samplers are not be
able to access secondary modes with a strong separation from the injection point. Due to the inaccuracy of the semi-relativistic
amplitudes in the SchAAK waveform, a strong bias and multimodal behavior are observed when fitting a SchAAK waveform
template against an FF✏5 relativistic injection. The consequences of this behavior are further discussed in Section VII.

FastEMRIWaveforms [Katz&al 2021]

• Previously, Fisher matrix estimates (e.g. 
[Babak&al 2017] )

• Reaching first Bayesian PE results, thanks to 
GPU acceleration of the waveforms — 
conclusion: waveform models matter

• Still largely open problem !
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SBHB signal: Fourier-domain signal and response

+ Doppler phase (delay to the center of constellation): exp [2i⇡fk · p0(tf )]
<latexit sha1_base64="94cKJtK7PlT7qrCwN4avnZ7+joM=">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</latexit>

Tslr =
i⇡fL

2
sinc [⇡fL (1� k · nl)] exp [i⇡f (L+ k · (pr + ps))]nl · P · nl(tf )

<latexit sha1_base64="dxvEiNft/ZdknjeLIWJjI4J2mEQ=">AAAC8HicbVJNb9NAEF0bKCV8pXDkMiICpaqI7IBEL0iVuHDIIUhNWym2rPVmnKyy/tDuumq02l/BhQMIceXncOPfsHZdVNKOtNrnNzNvZmecVoIrHQR/PP/O3Xs793cf9B4+evzkaX/v2Ykqa8lwxkpRyrOUKhS8wJnmWuBZJZHmqcDTdP2x8Z+eo1S8LI71psI4p8uCZ5xR7ahkz9uJcqpXjApzbBOjhLTw+gNEmaTMcIgqDhlMrBlbaANlbhQvmPsSmOl5G2Citg+TihotZBYmrXMYvllHbFFqKBIjXIbky5Xe7+44wouqE+G3y1yqwAQOoBPqmCoxrs2D5lbbuv/0r6q2iVO43snwqpTEhQWdZHY/6Q+CUdAa3ARhBwaks2nS/x0tSlbnWGgmqFLzMKh0bKjUnAm0vahWWFG2pkucO1jQHFVs2rIWXjlmAVkp3Sk0tOz1DENzpTZ56iKboattX0Pe5pvXOjuMDS+qWmOzpaZQVgvQJTTbhwWXyLTYOECZ5K5XYCvqdq3dP9JzQwi3n3wTnIxH4dvR+PO7wdFhN45d8oK8JEMSkvfkiHwiUzIjzMu9L94377sv/a/+D//nZajvdTnPyX/m//oLyDfsDA==</latexit>
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A(f) ⇠ f�7/6
<latexit sha1_base64="tCovgZLPxgX9Rd9kKGSUDPcTGDE=">AAAB+3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E14tJNIzHBhTiDRlhi3LjERB4JjKRTOtDQdiZtx0gm8ytuXGiMW3/EnX9jgVkoepKbnJxzb+69x48YVdpxvqzcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Z+8X2yqMJSYtHLJQdn2kCKOCtDTVjHQjSRD3Gen4k+uZ33kgUtFQ3OlpRDyORoIGFCNtpIFdvCoHJ7CvKIfBfXJaO7tMB3bJqThzwL/EzUgJZGgO7M/+MMQxJ0JjhpTquU6kvQRJTTEjaaEfKxIhPEEj0jNUIE6Ul8xvT+GxUYYwCKUpoeFc/TmRIK7UlPumkyM9VsveTPzP68U6qHsJFVGsicCLRUHMoA7hLAg4pJJgzaaGICypuRXiMZIIaxNXwYTgLr/8l7SrFfe8Ur29KDXqWRx5cAiOQBm4oAYa4AY0QQtg8AiewAt4tVLr2Xqz3hetOSubOQC/YH18A3BDkrs=</latexit>

�(f) ⇠ f�5/3
<latexit sha1_base64="SUVnMfzIqJ3NkJjCc6yqPb4VVis=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJliEurDOtIpdFty4rGAf0BlLJs20oUlmSDJCGQr+ihsXirj1O9z5N6btLLT1wIXDOfdy7z1BzKjSjvNt5VZW19Y38puFre2d3T17/6ClokRi0sQRi2QnQIowKkhTU81IJ5YE8YCRdjC6mfrtRyIVjcS9HsfE52ggaEgx0kbq2UdeY0hL4Rn0FOUwfEjPry6qk55ddMrODHCZuBkpggyNnv3l9SOccCI0ZkipruvE2k+R1BQzMil4iSIxwiM0IF1DBeJE+ens/Ak8NUofhpE0JTScqb8nUsSVGvPAdHKkh2rRm4r/ed1EhzU/pSJONBF4vihMGNQRnGYB+1QSrNnYEIQlNbdCPEQSYW0SK5gQ3MWXl0mrUnar5crdZbFey+LIg2NwAkrABdegDm5BAzQBBil4Bq/gzXqyXqx362PemrOymUPwB9bnD85BlBA=</latexit>
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FIG. 2. Infered parameter distribution for the Fiducial system, both in the Tobs = 4 years case (blue) and the Tobs = 10 years case (orange).
The true parameters are indicated by black lines and squares. All parameters are given in the solar system barycenter frame.

the structure of correlation between intrinsic parameters and
then move to extrinsic parameters. Following this we provide
a comparison with Fisher matrices and then discuss how does
the PE when using the low frequency approximation for LISA
response.

A. Intrinsic parameters

One of the main features appearing in Fig. 2 is the strong
correlation between intrinsic parameters, in particular the one
between Mc and ⌘ and the large extent of these degenera-
cies when observing for 4 years only. This is due to the

limited evolution of the GW frequency: in 4 years of obser-
vation the Fiducial system spans a very narrow range from
f0 = 12.7 mHz to f4years = 16.5 mHz. To understand the con-
sequences of this we work on a simplified problem: we fix f0,
�+, �� and all extrinsic parameters to their injected values and
perform a PE onMc and ⌘ for the Fiducial system.

Since the GW frequencies changes so little, we do a Taylor
expansion of the phase around f0:

 ( f ) '  ( f0) +
d 
d f

�����
f0

( f � f0) +
1
2

d2 

d f 2

������
f0

( f � f0)2. (4.2)

From our convention on initial time, the stationary phase

q
<latexit sha1_base64="AMBmwAoSicxAmUKUOA6H5Z/OJAc=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxCIo8ENmR26IWR2dl1ZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj27nffkKleSzvzSRBP6JDyUPOqLFS47FfLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNWai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU1Y9adcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03BhuCtvrxOWpWyd1WuNK5LtWoWRx7O4BwuwYMbqMEd1KEJDBCe4RXenAfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/ANnpjO8=</latexit>

Mc (M�)
<latexit sha1_base64="esFC6MNnePn7IlKHyqZtlkz8EMA=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwSLUTUmqYMFNwY2bQgX7gCaEyWTSDp1kwsxEKKHgxl9x40IRt/6EO//GSZuFth64cDjnXu69x08Ylcqyvo2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dv3zw47EqeCkw6mDMu+j6ShNGYdBRVjPQTQVDkM9Lzxze533sgQlIe36tJQtwIDWMaUoyUljzz2ImQGmHEstbUw9C5htWW5/CAq3PPrFg1awa4TOyCVECBtmd+OQHHaURihRmScmBbiXIzJBTFjEzLTipJgvAYDclA0xhFRLrZ7IcpPNNKAEMudMUKztTfExmKpJxEvu7ML5aLXi7+5w1SFTbcjMZJqkiM54vClEHFYR4IDKggWLGJJggLqm+FeIQEwkrHVtYh2IsvL5NuvWZf1Op3l5Vmo4ijBE7AKagCG1yBJrgFbdABGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz7mrStGMXME/sD4/AGWW5bM</latexit>

�f0 (mHz)
<latexit sha1_base64="IqdO4Gs1G9y60k1CDQVW/+a4z24=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkpSBQtuCrrosoJ9QBPCZDpph84kYWYi1NCNG3/FjQtF3PoP7vwbJ20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrl/0JFRIjBp44hFoucjSRgNSVtRxUgvFgRxn5GuP77O/O49EZJG4Z2axMTlaBjSgGKktOSZx84NYQrBwLOgcwUrDkdqJHjKmw/TM88sW1VrBrhM7JyUQY6WZ345gwgnnIQKMyRl37Zi5aZIKIoZmZacRJIY4TEakr6mIeJEuunsiyk81coABpHQFSo4U39PpIhLOeG+7syOlIteJv7n9RMV1N2UhnGiSIjni4KEQRXBLBI4oIJgxSaaICyovhXiERIIKx1cSYdgL768TDq1qn1erd1elBv1PI4iOAInoAJscAkaoAlaoA0weATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbC0Y+cwj+wPj8AYg6l0w=</latexit>

�+
<latexit sha1_base64="yKIyo2bxrN+M5xszeHt6e4iTd9M=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgCGW3CvZY8OKxgq2FdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vGxXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR26hUU9aiSijdCYlhgkvWstwK1kk0I3Eo2EM4vpn5D09MG67kvZ0kLIjJUPKIU2Kd1O7REe9f9MsVr+rNgVeJn5MK5Gj2y1+9gaJpzKSlghjT9b3EBhnRllPBpqVealhC6JgMWddRSWJmgmx+7RSfOWWAI6VdSYvn6u+JjMTGTOLQdcbEjsyyNxP/87qpjepBxmWSWibpYlGUCmwVnr2OB1wzasXEEUI1d7diOiKaUOsCKrkQ/OWXV0m7VvUvq7W7q0qjnsdRhBM4hXPw4RoacAtNaAGFR3iGV3hDCr2gd/SxaC2gfOYY/gB9/gAcko7K</latexit>

��
<latexit sha1_base64="fAgRR2cbz7txvmF7EwUE/T2ZGr0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxbJbBXssePFYwdZCu5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobVSqKWtRJZTuhMQwwSVrWW4F6ySakTgU7CEc38z8hyemDVfy3k4SFsRkKHnEKbFOavfoiPcv+uWKV/XmwKvEz0kFcjT75a/eQNE0ZtJSQYzp+l5ig4xoy6lg01IvNSwhdEyGrOuoJDEzQTa/dorPnDLAkdKupMVz9fdERmJjJnHoOmNiR2bZm4n/ed3URvUg4zJJLZN0sShKBbYKz17HA64ZtWLiCKGau1sxHRFNqHUBlVwI/vLLq6Rdq/qX1drdVaVRz+Mowgmcwjn4cA0NuIUmtIDCIzzDK7whhV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwAfmo7M</latexit>

� (rad)
<latexit sha1_base64="TKy7CnTrefPWBpcODYHra75SJSE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16krcBItQN2WmChbcFNy4rGAf0BlKJpNpQ5PMkGSEMhQ3/oobF4q49Svc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zxzyb0nSBhV2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPjjsqDiVmLRxzGLZC5AijArS1lQz0kskQTxgpBuMb3K/+0CkorG415OE+BwNBY0oRtpIA/vYYyYcIuhdw6rHkR5JnkkUTs8HdsWpOTPAZeIWpAIKtAb2lxfGOOVEaMyQUn3XSbSfIakpZmRa9lJFEoTHaEj6hgrEifKz2QlTeGaUEEaxNE9oOFN/T2SIKzXhgUnmS6pFLxf/8/qpjhp+RkWSaiLw/KMoZVDHMO8DhlQSrNnEEIQlNbtCPEISYW1aK5sS3MWTl0mnXnMvavW7y0qzUdRRAifgFFSBC65AE9yCFmgDDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/z6IpVzByBP7A+fwAiiJaY</latexit>

� (rad)
<latexit sha1_base64="mjjpzbPyr8K1WmNYbrJMJBNRK/w=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUDclqYIFNwU3LivYBzShTCaTdujMJMxMhBK68VfcuFDErZ/hzr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGlXacb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0f2IdHXRWnEpMOjlks+wFShFFBOppqRvqJJIgHjPSCyW3u9x6JVDQWD3qaEJ+jkaARxUgbaWifeAHRCHo3sOZxpMeSZxKFs4uhXXXqzhxwlbgFqYIC7aH95YUxTjkRGjOk1MB1Eu1nSGqKGZlVvFSRBOEJGpGBoQJxovxs/sAMnhslhFEsTQkN5+rviQxxpaY8MJ35kWrZy8X/vEGqo6afUZGkmgi8WBSlDOoY5mnAkEqCNZsagrCk5laIx0girE1mFROCu/zyKuk26u5lvXF/VW01izjK4BScgRpwwTVogTvQBh2AwQw8g1fwZj1ZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH4A+vzB5s5lb8=</latexit>

 (rad)
<latexit sha1_base64="yMGWDdOUAjzU3Jh7rMN6hXGcRV4=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyxC3ZSZKlhwU3DjsoJ9QGcomUymDU0yQ5IRytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7skJEkaVdpxva2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3du3Dw47Kk4lJm0cs1j2AqQIo4K0NdWM9BJJEA8Y6Qbjm9zvPhCpaCzu9SQhPkdDQSOKkTbSwD72EkWhdw2rHkd6JHkmUTg9H9gVp+bMAJeJW5AKKNAa2F9eGOOUE6ExQ0r1XSfRfoakppiRadlLFUkQHqMh6RsqECfKz2b5p/DMKCGMYmme0HCm/t7IEFdqwgMzmYdUi14u/uf1Ux01/IyKJNVE4PmhKGVQxzAvA4ZUEqzZxBCEJTVZIR4hibA2lZVNCe7il5dJp15zL2r1u8tKs1HUUQIn4BRUgQuuQBPcghZoAwwewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsf89EVq9g5An9gff4A9bCVZQ==</latexit>

' (rad)
<latexit sha1_base64="uc86j59OsCOIvGQ6mBVOj9SSKxE=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEuilJFSy4KbhxWcE+oAllMpm2Q2cmYWZSKKG48VfcuFDErV/hzr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vvCWJGlXacb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0f2IdHbRUlEpMWjlgkuwFShFFBWppqRrqxJIgHjHSC8W3mdyZEKhqJBz2Nic/RUNABxUgbqW+feBMk4xGF3g2seBzpkeSpROHsom+XnaozB1wlbk7KIEezb395YYQTToTGDCnVc51Y+ymSmmJGZiUvUSRGeIyGpGeoQJwoP52/MIPnRgnhIJKmhIZz9fdEirhSUx6YzuxItexl4n9eL9GDup9SESeaCLxYNEgY1BHM8oAhlQRrNjUEYUnNrRCPkERYm9RKJgR3+eVV0q5V3ctq7f6q3KjncRTBKTgDFeCCa9AAd6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6K1YOUzx+APrM8fY++WwQ==</latexit>

D (Mpc)
<latexit sha1_base64="vNKDiqAcAg1KOj8RwUcZDg2FAEQ=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBItQN2WmChbcFHThRqhgH9AZSiZN29AkMyQZYRjqr7hxoYhbP8Sdf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KCiFGlHefbKqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wf24VFHhbHEpI1DFspegBRhVJC2ppqRXiQJ4gEj3WB6nfndRyIVDcWDTiLiczQWdEQx0kYa2OUb6F3BqseRnkie3kV4djawK07NmQOuEjcnFZCjNbC/vGGIY06Exgwp1XedSPspkppiRmYlL1YkQniKxqRvqECcKD+dh5/BU6MM4SiU5gkN5+rvjRRxpRIemMkspFr2MvE/rx/rUcNPqYhiTQReHBrFDOoQZk3AIZUEa5YYgrCkJivEEyQR1qavkinBXf7yKunUa+55rX5/UWk28jqK4BicgCpwwSVoglvQAm2AQQKewSt4s56sF+vd+liMFqx8pwz+wPr8ASvTk8w=</latexit>

◆ (rad)
<latexit sha1_base64="KfQfbKUCQcQa5AP6ZJo/CsifN9M=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUDclqYIFNwU3LivYBzShTCaTdujMJMxMhBK68VfcuFDErZ/hzr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGlXacb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0f2IdHXRWnEpMOjlks+wFShFFBOppqRvqJJIgHjPSCyW3u9x6JVDQWD3qaEJ+jkaARxUgbaWifeDTWCHo3sOZxpMeSZxKFs4uhXXXqzhxwlbgFqYIC7aH95YUxTjkRGjOk1MB1Eu1nSGqKGZlVvFSRBOEJGpGBoQJxovxs/sAMnhslhFEsTQkN5+rviQxxpaY8MJ35kWrZy8X/vEGqo6afUZGkmgi8WBSlDOoY5mnAkEqCNZsagrCk5laIx0girE1mFROCu/zyKuk26u5lvXF/VW01izjK4BScgRpwwTVogTvQBh2AwQw8g1fwZj1ZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH4A+vzB7ZYldA=</latexit>

q <latexit sha1_base64="AMBmwAoSicxAmUKUOA6H5Z/OJAc=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI4kXjxCIo8ENmR26IWR2dl1ZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj27nffkKleSzvzSRBP6JDyUPOqLFS47FfLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNWai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU1Y9adcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03BhuCtvrxOWpWyd1WuNK5LtWoWRx7O4BwuwYMbqMEd1KEJDBCe4RXenAfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/ANnpjO8=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="IqdO4Gs1G9y60k1CDQVW/+a4z24=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdDBahbkpSBQtuCrrosoJ9QBPCZDpph84kYWYi1NCNG3/FjQtF3PoP7vwbJ20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrl/0JFRIjBp44hFoucjSRgNSVtRxUgvFgRxn5GuP77O/O49EZJG4Z2axMTlaBjSgGKktOSZx84NYQrBwLOgcwUrDkdqJHjKmw/TM88sW1VrBrhM7JyUQY6WZ345gwgnnIQKMyRl37Zi5aZIKIoZmZacRJIY4TEakr6mIeJEuunsiyk81coABpHQFSo4U39PpIhLOeG+7syOlIteJv7n9RMV1N2UhnGiSIjni4KEQRXBLBI4oIJgxSaaICyovhXiERIIKx1cSYdgL768TDq1qn1erd1elBv1PI4iOAInoAJscAkaoAlaoA0weATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbC0Y+cwj+wPj8AYg6l0w=</latexit>

�
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<latexit sha1_base64="yKIyo2bxrN+M5xszeHt6e4iTd9M=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgCGW3CvZY8OKxgq2FdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vGxXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR26hUU9aiSijdCYlhgkvWstwK1kk0I3Eo2EM4vpn5D09MG67kvZ0kLIjJUPKIU2Kd1O7REe9f9MsVr+rNgVeJn5MK5Gj2y1+9gaJpzKSlghjT9b3EBhnRllPBpqVealhC6JgMWddRSWJmgmx+7RSfOWWAI6VdSYvn6u+JjMTGTOLQdcbEjsyyNxP/87qpjepBxmWSWibpYlGUCmwVnr2OB1wzasXEEUI1d7diOiKaUOsCKrkQ/OWXV0m7VvUvq7W7q0qjnsdRhBM4hXPw4RoacAtNaAGFR3iGV3hDCr2gd/SxaC2gfOYY/gB9/gAcko7K</latexit>

�
�

<latexit sha1_base64="fAgRR2cbz7txvmF7EwUE/T2ZGr0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgxbJbBXssePFYwdZCu5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobVSqKWtRJZTuhMQwwSVrWW4F6ySakTgU7CEc38z8hyemDVfy3k4SFsRkKHnEKbFOavfoiPcv+uWKV/XmwKvEz0kFcjT75a/eQNE0ZtJSQYzp+l5ig4xoy6lg01IvNSwhdEyGrOuoJDEzQTa/dorPnDLAkdKupMVz9fdERmJjJnHoOmNiR2bZm4n/ed3URvUg4zJJLZN0sShKBbYKz17HA64ZtWLiCKGau1sxHRFNqHUBlVwI/vLLq6Rdq/qX1drdVaVRz+Mowgmcwjn4cA0NuIUmtIDCIzzDK7whhV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwAfmo7M</latexit>

�
(r
ad

)
<latexit sha1_base64="TKy7CnTrefPWBpcODYHra75SJSE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16krcBItQN2WmChbcFNy4rGAf0BlKJpNpQ5PMkGSEMhQ3/oobF4q49Svc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zxzyb0nSBhV2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPjjsqDiVmLRxzGLZC5AijArS1lQz0kskQTxgpBuMb3K/+0CkorG415OE+BwNBY0oRtpIA/vYYyYcIuhdw6rHkR5JnkkUTs8HdsWpOTPAZeIWpAIKtAb2lxfGOOVEaMyQUn3XSbSfIakpZmRa9lJFEoTHaEj6hgrEifKz2QlTeGaUEEaxNE9oOFN/T2SIKzXhgUnmS6pFLxf/8/qpjhp+RkWSaiLw/KMoZVDHMO8DhlQSrNnEEIQlNbtCPEISYW1aK5sS3MWTl0mnXnMvavW7y0qzUdRRAifgFFSBC65AE9yCFmgDDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/z6IpVzByBP7A+fwAiiJaY</latexit>

�
(r
ad

)
<latexit sha1_base64="mjjpzbPyr8K1WmNYbrJMJBNRK/w=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUDclqYIFNwU3LivYBzShTCaTdujMJMxMhBK68VfcuFDErZ/hzr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGlXacb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0f2IdHXRWnEpMOjlks+wFShFFBOppqRvqJJIgHjPSCyW3u9x6JVDQWD3qaEJ+jkaARxUgbaWifeAHRCHo3sOZxpMeSZxKFs4uhXXXqzhxwlbgFqYIC7aH95YUxTjkRGjOk1MB1Eu1nSGqKGZlVvFSRBOEJGpGBoQJxovxs/sAMnhslhFEsTQkN5+rviQxxpaY8MJ35kWrZy8X/vEGqo6afUZGkmgi8WBSlDOoY5mnAkEqCNZsagrCk5laIx0girE1mFROCu/zyKuk26u5lvXF/VW01izjK4BScgRpwwTVogTvQBh2AwQw8g1fwZj1ZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH4A+vzB5s5lb8=</latexit>

 
(r
ad

)
<latexit sha1_base64="yMGWDdOUAjzU3Jh7rMN6hXGcRV4=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyxC3ZSZKlhwU3DjsoJ9QGcomUymDU0yQ5IRytiFv+LGhSJu/Q13/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7skJEkaVdpxva2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3du3Dw47Kk4lJm0cs1j2AqQIo4K0NdWM9BJJEA8Y6Qbjm9zvPhCpaCzu9SQhPkdDQSOKkTbSwD72EkWhdw2rHkd6JHkmUTg9H9gVp+bMAJeJW5AKKNAa2F9eGOOUE6ExQ0r1XSfRfoakppiRadlLFUkQHqMh6RsqECfKz2b5p/DMKCGMYmme0HCm/t7IEFdqwgMzmYdUi14u/uf1Ux01/IyKJNVE4PmhKGVQxzAvA4ZUEqzZxBCEJTVZIR4hibA2lZVNCe7il5dJp15zL2r1u8tKs1HUUQIn4BRUgQuuQBPcghZoAwwewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsf89EVq9g5An9gff4A9bCVZQ==</latexit>

'
(r
ad

)
<latexit sha1_base64="uc86j59OsCOIvGQ6mBVOj9SSKxE=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEuilJFSy4KbhxWcE+oAllMpm2Q2cmYWZSKKG48VfcuFDErV/hzr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vvCWJGlXacb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0f2IdHbRUlEpMWjlgkuwFShFFBWppqRrqxJIgHjHSC8W3mdyZEKhqJBz2Nic/RUNABxUgbqW+feBMk4xGF3g2seBzpkeSpROHsom+XnaozB1wlbk7KIEezb395YYQTToTGDCnVc51Y+ymSmmJGZiUvUSRGeIyGpGeoQJwoP52/MIPnRgnhIJKmhIZz9fdEirhSUx6YzuxItexl4n9eL9GDup9SESeaCLxYNEgY1BHM8oAhlQRrNjUEYUnNrRCPkERYm9RKJgR3+eVV0q5V3ctq7f6q3KjncRTBKTgDFeCCa9AAd6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6K1YOUzx+APrM8fY++WwQ==</latexit>

D
(M

p
c)

<latexit sha1_base64="vNKDiqAcAg1KOj8RwUcZDg2FAEQ=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBItQN2WmChbcFHThRqhgH9AZSiZN29AkMyQZYRjqr7hxoYhbP8Sdf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3KCiFGlHefbKqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wf24VFHhbHEpI1DFspegBRhVJC2ppqRXiQJ4gEj3WB6nfndRyIVDcWDTiLiczQWdEQx0kYa2OUb6F3BqseRnkie3kV4djawK07NmQOuEjcnFZCjNbC/vGGIY06Exgwp1XedSPspkppiRmYlL1YkQniKxqRvqECcKD+dh5/BU6MM4SiU5gkN5+rvjRRxpRIemMkspFr2MvE/rx/rUcNPqYhiTQReHBrFDOoQZk3AIZUEa5YYgrCkJivEEyQR1qavkinBXf7yKunUa+55rX5/UWk28jqK4BicgCpwwSVoglvQAm2AQQKewSt4s56sF+vd+liMFqx8pwz+wPr8ASvTk8w=</latexit>

◆
(r
ad

)
<latexit sha1_base64="KfQfbKUCQcQa5AP6ZJo/CsifN9M=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLUDclqYIFNwU3LivYBzShTCaTdujMJMxMhBK68VfcuFDErZ/hzr9x0mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGlXacb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0f2IdHXRWnEpMOjlks+wFShFFBOppqRvqJJIgHjPSCyW3u9x6JVDQWD3qaEJ+jkaARxUgbaWifeDTWCHo3sOZxpMeSZxKFs4uhXXXqzhxwlbgFqYIC7aH95YUxTjkRGjOk1MB1Eu1nSGqKGZlVvFSRBOEJGpGBoQJxovxs/sAMnhslhFEsTQkN5+rviQxxpaY8MJ35kWrZy8X/vEGqo6afUZGkmgi8WBSlDOoY5mnAkEqCNZsagrCk5laIx0girE1mFROCu/zyKuk26u5lvXF/VW01izjK4BScgRpwwTVogTvQBh2AwQw8g1fwZj1ZL9a79bFoLVnFzDH4A+vzB7ZYldA=</latexit>

Time to coalescence: Tc = 8yrs 

Significant qualitative differences 
between Tobs = 4yrs and Tobs = 10yrs  

�+ =
m1�1 +m2�2

m1 +m2
<latexit sha1_base64="Zwg9xrmLF+9Qn7PB2tvy8r/m9c0=">AAACG3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQhMFoq+AuwsCLxwnuBdZS0izdwpK2JKkwSr+HF7+KFw+KeBI8+G3Muh5084HAP7//85A8/yBhVCrL+jYqa+sbm1vV7drO7t7+gXl41JNxKjDp4pjFYhAgSRiNSFdRxcggEQTxgJF+ML2Z+/0HIiSNo3s1S4jH0TiiIcVIaeSbjosn1G/Aa+iGAuGM+zYskA0bkPvO4uLkhVGQ3DfrVtMqCq4KuxR1UFbHNz/dUYxTTiKFGZJyaFuJ8jIkFMWM5DU3lSRBeIrGZKhlhDiRXlbslsMzTUYwjIU+kYIF/T2RIS7ljAe6kyM1kcveHP7nDVMVtryMRkmqSIQXD4UpgyqG86DgiAqCFZtpgbCg+q8QT5DOSOk4azoEe3nlVdFzmvZF07m7rLdbZRxVcAJOwTmwwRVog1vQAV2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PRWjHKmWPwp4yvHz5TnmU=</latexit>

�� =
m1�1 �m2�2

m1 +m2
<latexit sha1_base64="0P6HF89/8CcREwpByU5RYuhuQhw=">AAACG3icbZBNS8MwGMdTX+d8q3r0EhyCIBttFdxFGHjxOMG9wFpKmqVbWNKWJBVG2ffw4lfx4kERT4IHv41p14NuPhD45/d/HpLnHySMSmVZ38bK6tr6xmZlq7q9s7u3bx4cdmWcCkw6OGax6AdIEkYj0lFUMdJPBEE8YKQXTG5yv/dAhKRxdK+mCfE4GkU0pBgpjXzTcfGY+nV4Dd1QIJxx34YFsmEdct+ZX5xZYZznZOabNathFQWXhV2KGiir7Zuf7jDGKSeRwgxJObCtRHkZEopiRmZVN5UkQXiCRmSgZYQ4kV5W7DaDp5oMYRgLfSIFC/p7IkNcyikPdCdHaiwXvRz+5w1SFTa9jEZJqkiE5w+FKYMqhnlQcEgFwYpNtUBYUP1XiMdIZ6R0nFUdgr248rLoOg37ouHcXdZazTKOCjgGJ+AM2OAKtMAtaIMOwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exb10xypkj8KeMrx9E6Z5p</latexit>

Symmetric/antisymmetric spin combinations:
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